Student G overnment Passes S creening R esolution
by Marty Tarabar
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On Octobe r 10, 1973 the
SGA made a dramatic
decision which w ould result
in a studen t run screening
committee for all CUB
programs. The forming of
this committee was the
SGA's answer
to Dr.
Paddack's concern about
having films on campus that
might offend 'the community
at large'.
The almost unanimous
decision came after one of
the most heated discussions
ever to hit the SGA floor.
The proposed Student
Screening Committee will
consist of 3 members from
the SGA, 2 representatives
of the CUB program, a
faculty representative and
an administrator. The fac
ulty representative will be
appointed by the president
of the faculty senate, and the
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administrator will be ap
pointed by Dr. Brower,
according to the SGA
resolution.
Each member of the
committee has one vote and
the chairman
of
this
committee will always be a
student.
The reason behind the
formation of t his committee,
is that very recently there
was a statement by Dr.
Paddack, where he banned
the showing of an X rated
film Pink Flamingos. The
General Information Hand
book which says the Dean of
Students (Paddack) only has
the power
to
censor
speakers.
"Students are allowed to
invite and to hear guest
speakers of their choosing.
Persons considered to be
extremely
controversial
must be approved by the
Dean of Students and the

President of Trenton State
College, after due considera
tion of all aspects resulting
from this individual's pres
ence on the campus."
Matt Leahey, president of
the SGA said this about the
new committee: "it has long
been a desire of the faculty
and administration for
students to accept our own
responsibilties, as to func
tions that are paid for by
student activities funds.
"The time has arrived for
students to take over the
governing of all student
related areas. It is not only
our responsibility but our
right."
You might ask why a
Student Screening Commit
tee should have faculty and
administrative representa
tives. This Screening Com
mittee must represent the
whole college community
and our teachers and

Faculty Senate

administrators make up a
part of our community.
This committee will han
dle all student related
campus functions. For ins
tance: if a college organiza
tion wished to sponsor a
speaker or program the
Student Screening Commit
tee would decide on it's
acceptability if any quest
ions are raised about any
possibly controversial

to any decision.
"If student [the Student
Screening Committee] tell
me they don't want a flick,
then that's fine with me,
because it's students saying
don't use my money for this.
That's no problem. But when
dilemma.
"I think it was good the Dean[Dr. Paddack]
because the SGA moved so starts telling me what to do
fast as compared to how and what not to do with
slow the administration student funds, then that's
would have taken in coming going too far."

events.
Howie Frierman the
Chairman of the CUB Flicks
this year, was overwhelmed
at the response he recieved
from the SGA when he
informed them of
his
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Domeritt Elected President
concerned about getting a
The almost unanimous
response back to the SGA as
voting that took place could
soon as possible due to the
have
been
deceiving
because
After having their elect
length of time the Faculty
ions nullified last summer the relative questions that Senate had had the letter
occured
throughout
the
day
due to procedural complica
and never took any action on
come
close
to
tions, the Faculty Senate didn't
it, due to the fact that the
held an election of officers representing the bitter elections had to be held
last Wednesday which was bickering that took place again this fall.
behind the political scenes of
virtually uncontested.
The last point of interest
After the elections there the Faculty Senate, accord
that occured was Dr.
were several pleas for a new ing to a reliable source who Cummings announcement
spirit of cooperation within is a member of the Senate.
that the AFT was setting up
The reliable source also
the Senate due to the new
Coa't. on page two
issues that confront and in said, "Two favorites of the
students
didn't
get
re-elect
hopes of uniting a Senate
that has some rather fervent ed Jess Turk and Carmine
Yengo. I don't understand
constituency divisions.
After the elections, newly why she didn't get re-elected
elected
president
Bill but in the case of Carmine
Demerrit proceeded to Yengo there may be some
issues here that are much
address the Senate with
some of the problems that deeper than they appear on
are presently confronting the surface."
Throughout this fall s
When asked if the issue
the Senate, such as the right
book shortage many stu
could
have
been
the
waves
of ex-official members of
dents and faculty have been
faculty senate committees to Mr. Yengo created last year
inclined to blame solely the
by
announcing
the
Joyce
vote, the possibility of
bookstore for the problem.
Countiss
resolution
to
the
students on the sensitive
But according to Martin
faculty promotions commit Senate, the source couldn't
Nolan,
College
Store
tee and last but not least the say absolutely one way or
Manager, "The blame lies
the
other,
but
the
source
did
possibility of a strike, in plea
not with any one group
of u nity from AFT V.P. Dr. suggest that that was one
involved. It's much more
very strong possibility.
Cummings.
than any one group. It s the
Questions that will be of
Other members who were
system we try to work
elected were Vice President interest to students and
under."
Ed Rochell, Recording hopefully answered for the
But he emphasized, "I am
next
session
will
be,
the
secretary, Joe Ellis, and
not making excuses. I do not
Corresponding and Financial student seat on the Faculty
deai in excuses. We deal
Secretary Dr. Peg Goertz promotions committee and
only with facts."
Rounding out the newly the afore mentioned prob
Nolan said that of all the
elected slate; Arno Safran lem about ex-official mem
factors involved in the book
was elected chairman of the bers voting on Faculty
shortage, the only one that
Academic Affairs Council, Senate Committees. At this
the College Store had
Enid Campbell will chair the printing the Senate has had
control of was the ordering
President
Matt
Faculty Affairs Council, Bob SGA
of incorrect titles. "We had
Bittner will chair the Master Leahey's letter requesting
two instances of this, but it s
information
about
student
Planning Council, as Dave
acually a very small part of
Boliver will chair the voting privileges on the
the problem."
The major "fact" that
Operations Council and Faculty Promotions Com
mittee
for
over
five
weeks
Nolan said contributed to
Slyvia O'Neill will chair the
and
President
Demerrit
was
Students Affairs Council.
by J. Stryker Meyer
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JUST DROPPING IN? Area youngsters find the mountain of dirt near the site of
the new student union just right for high diving practice.
Photo by tilt

Book Shortage Hinders Classes
By Steve Schwade
Yet, Merle Hutton, the
the problem was the late
Registrar told the SIGNAL,
ordering of books. "In order
"We have no obligation to
for us to assure delivery by
the College Store to supply
the beginning of
the
class listings. It's always
semester, orders must be
been done, so we have
placed by mid-July. But at
continued to do it as a favor
that time we had only the
to them."
basics to work with; course
While the question of who
numbers, and outer limits of
is responsible for supplying
class size."
the College Store with class
There are several factors
lists is unresolved, the fact
which make it nearly
remains; the Store waits
impossible for books to be
until class lists are present
ordered in time. In addition,
ed before ordering books.
breakdowns in communica
Several problems arise as
tion between those involved
a result of this arrangement.
has led to a diffusion of
Students must preregister
responsibility.
before the Registrar's office
To begin with, Nolan
is able to compile a list of
claims that he must wait for
classes, and for two basic
course listings to be given to
reasons these lists are
him by the Registrar's
always subject to change.
Office.
"The bookstore
First, unlike in previous
division of the College Store
years, this year students
does not act except on
were allowed to preregister
information supplied. We
right up until the end of the
don't do anything ^than
summer. And second, many
assemble information."

courses do not
have
instructors assigned to them
until late inthe summer,
some as late as the first
week of September.
Hutton, along with Dean
of Educational Services, Dr.
Kenneth Rundquist, explain
ed to the SIGNAL the
reasons that students are
now allowed to preregister
so late.
According to Rundquist,
"The extension of admis
sions deadlines (and sub
sequently preregistration
deadlines) is in part due to
the one-college concept,
which we have implemented
this year.
With the
one-college concept, admis
sions is a whole 'nother
ballgame'."
Under the one-college
concept, State Colleges are
now allocated State funds
according to the number of
Con'i on pg. 2
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One College Concept May Have Cramped Book Store
Con't from

credit hours being taken at
the college. There are no
more distinctions made by
the State between full time
day students, Continuing
Education students, and
Graduate Study students.
In the past. State Colleges
were funded on the basis of
allocations per full-time day
students. Night students,
Continuing Education and
Graduate Division students,
were totally run on their
own funds from tuition,
without State aid.
Over
head, including the cost of

buildings, and general
College maintenance costs
were paid for by funding
received on the basis of
full-time day enrollment.
The night students actually
made money for the College.
According to Rundquist,
"The money made by night
students was a financial pad
for the College.
If the
College needed to hire an
extra laculty member, they
could go to the Evening
Division for money.
"Now the whole college is
financed across the board,

the Evening and Day
divisions
have
been
combined, and so there is no
more pad. You have to hit
the budget on the button.
If you don't, if you go short
on enrollment, then your
support is cut back.
"The school now has to
reach its projected admis
sions level, or they will be
spending money they don't
have."
The admissions dates
were pushed back to allow
the college to fill the number
of credit hours needed to

$ Problems For 18 Tear Olds
(CPS)-Lowering the legal
age of majority from 21 to 18
years may have serious
implications for colleges and
universities in those states
where the change has been
effected.
In a study prepared for
the Council of Student
Personnel Associations in
Higher
Education,
D.
Parker Young of
the
University of Georgia dis
cussed the legal and
financial problems being
created for college adminis
trators by the newly gained
adult status of
many
students.
Copies of the
report have been forwarded
to 480 college presidents
across the nation.

disciplinary action notices to
parents.
In addition to raising
these questions, students
who have attained the age of
majority will have the right
to bring suit against
universities in an attempt to
cope with other traditional
student problems, such as
landlord-tenant disputes
with colleges and challenges
to being charged a uniform
activity fee.
Prompted largely by the
26th amendment which
granted 18 year-olds the
right to vote in federal
elections, about two dozen
states have lowered the age
of majority.
If this trend continues, the
opportunities for presenting
new legal hassles to the
nation's institutions of high
er learning will be greatly
expanded.

Young questioned the
legal status of campus rules
requiring undergraduates to
live in dorms and obey
curfew hours, and suggested
schools may be forced to
stop acting in loco parentis.
Similarly, university regula
tion of campus organiza
tions, clubs, publications,
fraternities and sororities
are subject to change.
According to the study,
developing trouble spots
include: students establish
ing residency to obtain
lower tuition at state
schools, the validity of
awarding scholarships based
on parental income, and the
question of legal justification
for mailing grades or
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an action center on ca mpus
in anticipation of the
possibility of a strike by the
AFT.
(In making the
announcement about the
Action
Center
Dr,
Cummings had a slight s|
of the tongue when he
accidentally "called the c eo
ter a strike center whei
introducing the action c en
ter. From that point on, the
meeting quickly deteriora
ted until a motion was
passed to adjourn
meeting.
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schedule, after mid-July, th,
recommended point f0,
submitting book orden
There were 134 course
cancellations after that date
and more importantly, thet(
were 354 changes, or l au
assignments of instructors
all at too late a date fe
books to be ordered on time
Many feel it is M
instructor's obligation to
make alternate plans t
compensate for the boo,
shortage.
Enid Campbe
told the SIGNAL about ti
way her department fa
handled the shortage.
"I have discussed this
problem
with severs
instructors and have fo ur,
them to be very resourceft
Some have changed th
order of the class s
presented in the origins
syllabus, and others havzeroxed as many readin;
materials as possible."

Charming Shops Of Trenton
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faculty lines open. Because
of this, we have 23 full time
and 16 part-time faculty.
She told the SIGNAL that
she was forced to hire
part-time faculty as a
financial move, and said
that, "Trenton State pays
less for its part-time faculty
than most." She did add
though, that part-time
faculty, "leaves a place for
change and flexibility."
Campbell said,
"The
problem arises because we
do not actually hire parttime faculty until the section
is filled up. We also offer
sections to accomodate all
students who want to take a
specific course. This means
we have to wait until the last
minute."
One factor that compli
cates the compilation of
course lists, is the curricu
lum versatility. Rundquist
said, "Today's curriculums
are optional, with so many
elective hours within the
major. It's very much unlike
the strict past, where
students
took
certain
courses during certain
semesters without many
electives.
It's harder to
predict today what courses
students will take in what
semester."
Hutton did present a
tentative book ordering
schedule for this past
summer,
showing
the
various planning stages
involved in the ordering
process. However, because
of the above mentioned
factors, the schedule was
meaningless.
There were
163 courses added to the
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receive an adequate level of
State funding.
The dissolving of the
Evening Division has also
had an effect on the book
shortage. Rundquist said,
"The Evening Division
operated separately and
ordered its own books. It
could operate a little bit
more precisely in that
regard,
because
these
people had been judging and
gauging for years the
amounts of students who
would show up for a course."
Now
former
Evening
Division students are sub
jected to the same problems
in ordering books as the full
time day students.
The book shortage is
further complicated by the
late assignment of instruc
tors on
the part of
department heads.
The
Psychology Department was
one where many faculty
assignments were not made
until after August first, the
date set by Nolan as critical,
if books were to be ordered
in time.
But
Enid
Campbell,
Psychology
Department
Head,
has also
been
hindered by State budgeting
procedures, which have
forced her to wait until the
last minute before assigning
instructors.
Campbell
told
the
SIGNAL "The State has us
funded on a certain level for
each full time equivalent
student, and the average
faculty salary is higher than
we're budgeted for.
The
Department
of Higher
Education has left us no new

M
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State Colleges Still Face P ossible AFT Strike
By Tom Petaccia
"The State tried to give
the illusion of bargaining by
igreeing to a few minor
items," Bates said, "but they
won't move on the key
issues. Perhaps a mediator
will help us make progress
toward a contract."
Marcoantonio Lacatena,
Acting President of the
Council, indicated that the
office of the Chancellor of
Higher Education, Ralph

The Council

of New
State College Locals
CNJSCL), an affiliate of the
American Federation of
Teachers, decl ared on Octo
ber 8, that their negotiations
[or a new collective
bargaining agreement with
the State of Ne w Jersey has
reached an impasse.
The CN JSCL, bargaining
agent for faculty and other
professional employees of
\'ew Jers ey State Colleges,
has called for a mediator to
be a ssigned in an effort to
resolve the dispute and
reach a se ttlement.
Robert Bates, AFT Na
tional Representative and
Chief Negotiator for the
Union, indicated that no real
progress had been made on
any of the major issues. The
State has re fused to discuss
salary issu es and has made
no significant movement on
other iss ues including:
Binding arbitration of
disputes which pertains to
terms and conditions of
employment arising out of
the collective bargaining
agreement and the poli
cies and practices of the
State and the Department
of higher Education.
The State's insistance on
increasing workload and
class sizes.
Restoration of faculty
status to librarians and
other professionals from
whom this status was
taken by a unilateral
action of the State.
The abolition of tenure
quotas which have been
unilaterally imposed by
the Department of Edu
cation and the State.
Assignment, transfer,
promotion, retrenchment
and retension provisions.
Evaluation procedures.
TprSev

Dungan, was primarily
responsible for stalling
negotiations. "The State's
negotiator, Frank Mason,
seems willing to bargain, but
the Chancellor has tied
Mason's hands." Lacatena
said, "The Department of
Higher Education is taking
over control of the colleges
and they want to keep that
control in the hands of the
Department's bureaucracy.

request, which Lacatena
characterized as "one more
State effort to delay an
agreement while they close
their grip over the colleges.
The DHE intends to let
no one stand in its way in its
headlong rush to abolish
tenure, raise tuition, and
decrease enrollments by
shifting the financial bur
den to the student, and
running higher education as

They want to freeze the
faculty, students, and the
local administrations out
completely.
Every time
their negotiator wants to
move toward agreement,
the DHE people stop him."
The Union hopes that a
mediator can be assigned
within a few days, in order
to get the negotiations
moving. The State negotia
tors refused to join in this

'big business'."
The Union hopes the
dispute will be resolved by
November 17. If not, "We
will take our case to the
people we represent," Laca
tena said,"and if no progress
has been made, we will ask
for a strike vote. We want a
contract," he added, 'but if
the State doesn't, I will
recommend that the facul
ties take whatever action is
called for."

SGA Authorizes E valuations A nd Lawyor
by Marty Tarabar
Wednesday October 10,
1973 Kevin Byrnes called to
order one of the most
important meetings of the
SGA's youthful existence.
Two very important sub
jects were voted and acted
upon: faculty evaluations,
and the attaining of a
lawyer.
The faculty evaluation
idea is now a reality after
years of
talking
and
dreaming. There were four
choices concerning the
actual drawing up of the
evaluation form: a standard
ized form, a
student
originated form, a combined
form from the students and
faculty and a form from
students, faculty and admin
istration.
In order to use
a
standardized form, which is
prepared by ETS (Educat
ional Testing Service), the
student government would
have to pay $25,000 to use
the patented material.
The SGA did vote to set
up a committee
with
representatives from the
Students, Faculty and Ad

ministration. This commit
tee will draw
up
a
questionaire to be handed
out to all students before
this fall semester is over.
When the questionaire is
collected the results will be
published in a booklet which
would appear before the
student body in time for the
spring registration period
for the fall '74 semester.
The questionaire would
include topics such as:
teacher's knowledge of the
subject, the interest the
teacher generates, grading
and testing and presentation
of material. The questions
for this questionaire will he
the conglomeration of ideas
from faculty, administration
and student represent
atives.
The second major decision
of the meeting had to deal
with the hiring of a lawyer
for the student government.
A vote was then taken at the
meeting which confirmed
the hiring of a lawyer.
Harvey Stern, a lawyer
with 22 years of experience
under his belt, is working in

by Stern and a referral
service to aid students with
legal problems.
Stern's retainer fee as a
lawyer for the SGA is to be
one thousand dollars. The
SGA has been promised by

conjunction with
Matt
Leahy, the president of the
SGA, to draw up a retainer's
agreement with the SGA.
The retainer's agreement
will include clauses that
provide free seminars given

R.H.A. Names Execs
Wednesday, October 10,
the Residence Hall Associa
tion elected its executives
for the 1973-74 school year.
Newly-elected RHA chair
person Carmin McCann took
over proceedings of the
meeting to elect Noreen
McGuire secretary and
Chuck Albino treasurer.
Ms. McCann also appointed
Sal Rizzo as parliamen
tarian, who was then
approved by the assembled
senators.
A temporary budget was
proposed by the finance
committee and passed. The
proposed budget allowed for
the RHA administrative
costs $1,593.50; and $2,874

for RHA distributive costs.
Under RHA distributive
costs are the arts and crafts
club of Travers-Wolfe, the
photography club, minicourses, and video taping.
The finance committee also
provided that any campus
organization
requesting
funds must first present
their case before the finance
committee before the pro
posal will be presented to
the senate body.
The senate also voted and
passed to disband the
Residence Hall Program
ming Board and revert the
funds to RHA. Also passed
was the proposed matter of
$400 to the College Union
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creative wedding photography ?
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And
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Soon

STORE

Board for a beer blast
November 8. A motion was
made by Chuck Albino to
start keeping complete
records of all expenditures
Any
interested
RHA
member was invited to
attend the National Associa
tion of American CollegeUniversity Residence
Associations regional con
vention meeting at Penn
State
October
17-20.
Advisor Dr. Bill Klepper
strongly suggested that the
four new officers attend the
convention.
One point brought up by
chairperson McCann was the
possibility of a food service
committee
under
the
housing committee to look
into the cafeterias and
dining areas on campus.
McCann pointed out that,
"The state does not inspect
the cafeterias here on
campus." She did note that
someone from the Housing
Office does inspect the
kitshens for sanitation
reasons,
but
McCann
questions their competence
and the regularity of these
inspections.
Also she
wanted to know the attitude
of the Housing Office
towards these inspections.
Larry Justice, chairman of
the
RHA
housing
committee, is steering his
committee members into an
investigation of possible
student inspectors trained
by a state inspector.
Presently the RHA is
undertaking many projects
through the respective
committee,
and
the
members are now learning
what lies ahead for them this
year.

GETTING MARRIED SOON ?

jNext 1-2 weeks I
3. Many New Teacher's-Aid Items

Come Visit Us

Stern that if his retainer fee
is not used up at the end of a
year that he will return the
balance.
Stern also pro
mised that if his fee runs in
excess of $1000, and less
than $1300, he will disregard
it.

FREE... if you sign with us for your
wedding, we'll provide free pictures
of you for the society page of your
hometown newspaper.
THREE POPULAR PLANS FROM
WHICH TO CHOOSE !
call us now for
a free brochure !

2108 Pennington Rd.
2 blocks North of Campus
882-2404

i'
box 245

295-4262
levittown, pa. 19059
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Women's Sports Money Questioned
A subject which has
always captured interest on
campus is that of the money
appropriated to men's and
women's sports. The past
few years have brought
more involvement in the
women's program, therefore
the question of added funds
for women is continuously
present.
Men's athletic director,
Mr. Roy Van Ness, gave the
background information as
to how the money has been
appropriated in the past
years. Each student pays
$55.00 a year for the student
activity fee. Out of that fee
$15.50 is appropriated for
athletics.
The
total
enrollment of full-time
undergraduate students is
6513. That gives the athletic
program $100,951 to work
with.
Mr. Van Ness's
proposed athletic budget
gives the men's program
$72,600. The women are
being alloted $24,000, as
opposed to the $25,000 asked
for by Mrs. Shirley Fisher,
the Athletic Coordinator for

by Jeanne Cutinello
Van Ness said, "The point
Women. Both programs will
system is not right. How
share a $4,000 contingency
many women would show up
(money to use for post
if they weren't required to."
season championships). The
The criteria that the men
$10,000 from the state is
must meet is more involved
going to be used towards the
than that of the women. The
new bleachers and the new
men have standardized
press box.
criteria with the six other
When asked about the
state colleges. The women
difference in the amount of
have no set criteria for post
funds being considered for
season play, as stated in the
the two programs, Mr. Van
Trenton State College
Ness said that the women do
Women's Intercollegiate
not meet certain require
Athletic Policies.
ments which would make
In order to establish a new
them eligible for additional
sport,
the men must meet
aid.
The men's athletic
the following requirements:
teams are strictly voluntary.
"There must be an available
The women physical
coaching staff. There must
education majors must
be adequate facilities and
compete on a certain
equipment. There must be
number of varsity sport's
indications of sufficient
teams in order to accumu
student
interest and the
late the necessary points to
availabilty of necessary
graduate.
Points are
finances through Student
distributed according to the
Government and/or other
number of hours that the
sources.
The team must
activity meets and the
have approval of
the
number of scheduled con
Athletic Advisory Commit
tests.
In order to be
tee after being successfully
considered as excelling in
carried on a club basis for
sports, a woman must
two years. They must also
accumulate 50 points. Mr.

have the approval of the
Vice President of Administr
ation and Finance."
The
women on the other hand,
only need a series of
approvals from the Women's
Intercollegiate Athletics and
the Women's Athletic and
Recreation Association.
The Women presently are
under the physical education
department with no affili
ation with the athletic
department. Mr. Van Ness
called for a change in the
present arrangement, stat
ing, "This has got to be
reviewed. We have got to
come to grips with this
problem now. Space is tight,
funds are tight, and staff is
tight. If they dropped the
point requirement they
could come under the
athletic department and be
alloted more funds."
Mr.
Van Ness also pointed out
that at the end of last year
the women had money left in
the bank and the men were
left in a hole. "Mrs. Fisher
had no comment on the
proposed Budget."

Tryhg To Tell
Us Somethhff?

Wolfe Tower Residents express their appreciatio
of ex-vice president, what's-his-name, and give
sheeted warning to Mr. Nixon.

STUDENTS! FACULTY! COMMUNITY!
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Now Tou Can Sell > Buy, And Post Thru Want Ads
Simply put $1.00 in an
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Classified Ads 'The Signal*
Place it in inter campus

mail before

AVednesday 4:30 p.m.
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TSC Student Sees Old B lighty F irst Hand
By Buddy Smith
careful not to make one big
which is nothing
but
which you don't dare call it
on her is to "knock her up."
Queen" (So you'd better
mistake.
If your date
chemicals.)
Around
and
because the English take
(However the result will be stand up), you will no doubt
happens to wear her hair in
about this time, since you
claim of the greasy dish
her answering the door, not
suffer from an acute case of
a layered fashion. Don't tell
are probably "pissed," not
Next stop is the local pub
the munchies, which are
rushing off to a clinic.) If
her she has a nice "shag"
mad,
but
drunk
(although
in
where you will consume
universal, so no embarrass
you then decide to take in a
haircut. The end result will
English standards you aren't
anywhere from 5-10 pints of
ment there. Since you are at
film, you will proceed to the
be a slap accros the face, a
England.)
really drunk until you've
a warm, brown liquid called
pictures not the movies (and
least 3000 miles from the
slammed door, a new enemy
reached
catatonic
stupor,)
beer, which is in no stretch
even though you're in
nearest MacDonald's, your
and a wasted couple of
you and your date, who has
of the imagination anything
Britian, she'll still want to best bet is to stop at the
(ENGLAND)-Taking part
pounds, bob, quid or money
probably drunk you under
like
the
American
beverage
popular fish bars for some
see Paul Newman.) After
in a foreign
exchange
no matter what you call it.
the
proverbial
table,
will
of the same name. (And if
fish and chips.
But be
the show and the playing of
(For the English translation,
program to England as
catch the "coach" or bus
you
turn
up
your
nose
you
reminded
that
a
chip
is
not
a
what sounds like "My
the author recommends the
opposed t o Denmark would
back to the hall or dorm.
will be informed that you are
Country tis of thee," but is potato chip, (which is called
reader to use his bloody
have one distinct advantage:
Now,
if
you
manage
to
spoiled by American beer
a "crisp") but a french fry,
actually "God Bless the
At least I won't have a
imagination!!!)
survive all this, just be
barrier. Wrong!
(All aspirins are not alike!)
Any similarity between the
American and English lan
guage is merely co-incidenUl. And things only get
worse wh en you attend a
By T.D. Schultz
somewhat by the C.A.'s.
college in the extreme
Some three years ago, a group of people
The question of why student response to
northern portion of the
the
committee's
short
life.
started to concern themselves about the
the Human Sexuality Committee has been,
The
second
and
third
year
of
the
country populated with
lack of sexual awareness by the students of
to a certain extent, minimal, is an
committee's existence pointed out a
Scots, Welsh and Northern
Trenton State College.
This concern
interesting question. Perhaps everyone on
problem
which
has
plagued
the
committee
natives, all rattling on in
stemmed from the problem faced by young
this campus knows the difference between
since
ita
conception:
this
is
the
problem
of
their respective slangs. The
women who were pregnant, confused, and
Syphilis and Gonorrhea and the symptoms
interaction amongst students in regards to
initial, and most obvious
at Trenton State College.
of e ach. I guess everyone knows the parts
their own sexral awareness. It seems that
obstacle, is to plow through
These concerned people were Gail Parisi
of the body and how they function. And I
even
though
the
question
and
answer
the rolling accents to find
and Bill Shultz, among others, who formed a
imagine you all know how the sex organs
period after the lectures were quite
out what words are being
group called The Human Sexuality
work and what problems could arise from
successful, when attempts were made to
used to complete one's
Committee.
The first action of tnis
sexual intercourse. Then again, I know that
break
down
into
the
smaller
groups
to
thought. However, in the
committee was to send out a survey among
all of you realize that V.D. is at the
discuss sexual problems on a small,
immortal wo rds of Chicagothe student body to find out exactly what
EPIDEMIC stage these days. Yes, I do
personal scale, these attempts met dismal
It's only the beginning."
they did know about their own bodies, and
believe you do know about your own sexual
failure.
Ms.
Parisi,
when
questioned,
could
Allow m e to illustrate...
whether or not they would want Human
awareness. But, just in case you don't, the
not come up with a clear answer as to why
Sexuality
courses
offered
at
Trenton
State.
First of a ll, guys, you are
Human Sexuality Committee will be more
interaction did not occur within the smaller
The response to this survey was an
now a "bloke," if you wish
then happy to answer any questions you
groups,
except
to
reaffirm
the
old
overwhelming clamor for human sexual
the companionship of the
may have, in the strictest of confidence.
adage-that people just don't like to talk
knowledge.
sexier se x, you have to ask
Just address your questions to the SIGNAL
about
sex.
Encouraged
by
this
student
response,
the
out a "bird" (same family as
(anonymously of course) and you can be
This
year
the
Human
Secuality
Human Sexuality Committee scheduled a
a chick). After you give her
assured that v/e will turn over all questions
Committee
shall
once
again
attempt
to
five week workshop with lectures on such
a ring, (which won't be
recieved to the Human Sexuality
educate the students of this campus about
subjects as Birth Control, V.D., Psychology
expensive since you use a
Committee, who will answer them. Your
their
own
sexual
being.
Again
the
of Sexual Adjustment and Anatomy. A
phone not a jeweler) the
question and answer will then be printed in
committee
will
sponsor
workshops
ranging
question and answer session followed the
standard method of calling
the Human Sexuality column soon to be
from a lecture by Dr. Guttmacher on
lecture, with students breaking down into
appearing in the SIGNAL. Better still, why
Planned
Parenthood
to
a
lecture
on
y.D..
smaller groups with a faculty leader to
not join the Human Sexuality Committee,
Another hope of the committee is a
discuss the lecture and their own personal
so that in this liberated age in wmch we
workshop for the C.A.'s of the dorms on
sexual awareness. This first year of the
live, we can finally bring sex and sexual
sexual awareness, so that perhaps problems
committee's existence is considered by Ms.
problems out of the closet.
faced by dorm residents could be handled
Parisi to have been the most successful of

(Ed. Note: Buddy Smith
^ i TSC senior who is
participating in our Inter
national Exchange program
by spending this semester in

Students Thirst For Sex Knowledge

I
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Conference Ponders Inequality
by Ruth Shu man
Questions were posed
again and again but the main
point of the whole confer
ence was captured by Dr.
Evans when he asked,
"What does it mean to be
equal?
That's the real
question?"
The whole conference was
entitled Inequality and was
based on the book of the
same title written by Dr.
Christopher Jencks and
co-author Dr. Gintis both of
Harvard University. It was
held on the 12th of October
and was sponsored by the
Alumni Association.

DON YOUNG'S
RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL
LOUNGE
172 Scotch Road
Trenton, N ew Jersey
(GLENROC
S H O P P IN G CE N T E R )

— 883-2360 —

The morning was spent in
a panel discussion. Panelists
were drawn from the
Trenton State faculty: Dr.
Cummings of the Philosophy
dept., Dr. Dawley of the
History dept., Dr. Evans of
the Afro-American Studies,
dept., and Dr. John Fox of
the Geography dept.
Most people seemed to be
having a semantics problem
when it came to the term
"equality."
Said
Dr.
Cummings, "What we need
is a standard for judging
standards."
He further
cautioned, "Don't impose
equality on people just
because you think that that
is what they want. ASK
them what they want first.
There was a lot of
audience interest and partic
ipation throughout the
whole discussion.
They
posed some interesting and
pertinent questions such as,
"Is the purpose of a
government to achieve
equality?" and "Is capital
ism and the Protestant work
ethic the problem?"
Recognizing the enormity
of the problem, Dr. Evans

I World Campus Afloat: Join Us!

Sails each September ft February.

I Thi s is the way you've always wanted
to learn . . . a nd shou ld. Com bine
ac cred ited stu dy with a fascinati ng
s em e st e r of travel t o Africa, Au stral
as ia, the Orient, a nd the America s.
Over 8500 st u d en ts from 450 co l l eg es
ha ve alrea dy pa rticipated. Fin ancial
aid is availa ble. Write no w for free
catal og:

WCA, C hapman College
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666
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said, "When you start
talking
about equality
you're talking about chang
ing the whole philosophy of
this country."
In the afternoon Dr.
Gintis addressed the group
of faculty, alumni and
students that had assembled
to hear him.
He helped
define the term equality for
them by saying, "There are
two types of equality that
we are talking about
here...the equality of oppor
tunity and the equality of
the outcome."
He went on to explode
some of the
common

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I

miooAnnontlBJlQ
misconceptions TV
people

have
about success.
Misbeliefs
such as: the more years of
schooling a person has the
better their economic posi
tion will be and, the higher
the IQ the better they will
prosper. He has disproven
both of these beliefs through
his research.
What is important? "The
ability to internalize norms."
Although not much was
decided in the way of how to
achieve equality, enough
questions were posed to
kindle people's minds....and
maybe something will come
of that.

SKI ITALY
Jan. 12-20
(8 days 7- nights)

buck off
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The Gray Walls

500 Cons And A Kitten
by Frank Bisignano

LEESBURG STATE
PRISON, New Jersey- It
wasn't much of a catscrawny, frightened, per
haps six weeks old when it
wandered in from the farm
to the kitchen at the Medium
Security Unit, Leesburg
State Prison. It hissed and
backed into a corner when
inmate Vincent Pergolizzi
offered milk, and it took
most of the day to convince
the small creature that there
were no strings attached.
It was only a kitten. But it
had obviously fought its way
to survival among the wild
things roaming the swamps

and woodland surrounding
the spanking new institution
in Cumberland County, New
Jersey.
Odd...by late afternoon,
500 hardened felons were
speaking in excited whispers
about the "swag pussycat"
locking in the Pergolizzi cell
in A-Unit.
Cans of tuna
began to appear. More milk,
the inmates relinquishing
their own rations for Hussy
(what better name for a
little-girl-kitten in an institu
tion for men?)
But pets are prohibited at
Leesburg, and soon the goon
squad appeared to hustle the
tiny derelict on its way. The
kitten whom everyone loved
was thrusted like so much
garbage into a brown paper

bag, and carried hastily, as if . and on visiting day-a bleak
day, muddy skies, wetguilt stalked the procession,
the Pergolizzi family arrived
from the prison proper to
at Leesburg State Prison
the main gate.
with a pet transport case.
Later, after an angry mob
Hussy, slightly less
of inmates had stormed the
Assistant Superintendent's frightened this time, whined
pathetically as Vinnie, with
office and stopped the
hundreds of grim faced, still
kidnappers before they
angry cons looking on, set
could reach the outer
her down in the box destined
perimeter, it was rumored
for a new home in Brooklyn.
that one of the hard-line
It was better than being
correction officers had
thrust into a brown paper
volunteered to put the
bag, or being shot through
thrashing, meowing, again
the head. But as she and her
frightened Hussy out of her
master exchanged a last
misery...with a M-15 dum
lingering look, the much
dum shell through her head.
loved little gray and white
The angry inmates man
creature seemed to ask,
aged to hold the hard-liners
off long enough for Vinnie to "Why are some corrections
people like they are? Why
put through an emergency
can't they see that it is
telephone call to his folks,

wrong to put a man in
prison, preach rehabilitation
and meaningful reform,

then deny the man tk
right to become a hum;
being?"

Media & Technology G ets Futuristic T V System
by Ruth Shuman
(ed. Note--The resources of
the media and technology
dept. are so vast, that it will
be covered in more than one
section. This section will
deal with the T.V. aspect of
the center.)
Future shock.
Big
Brother. Science Fiction. A
tour through the Media and
Technology Center's exis
ting facilities and an outline
of their near-future plans
are staggering to the mind.
Existing communication
facilities are in rooms 101,
103, 110, 132 and 134 of the
Classroom Building. Each of
these rooms is tied into the
master monitoring system;
eith each having its own

monitor, inter-audio system,
camera mount(s), TV lights,
camera(s) and TV screen.
What all this equipment
means is that anyone in
any of these rooms can see
and hear anyone in anyone
in any of the other rooms.
Mr. Nutt, director of the
Media and Technology
department, sees this as an
educational tool for panel
disscussions, mass lectures a
and any number of other
creative innovations.
As soon as the ADT alarm
system is put in, this
equipment will be connec
ted. You can expect to see
this equipment in operation
next semester.
Room 123 in the Class
room building is the master

control center for the whole
monitoring system, (event
ually to include the whole
campus) The phones you see
in each room are actually
intercoms that are connec
ted to this room.
There are
ten
TV
monitors here that can show
you what's happening in any
other room (that is appro
priately wired, right now
that means just 101, 103,
110, 130, 132, 134 and five
rooms on the third floor in
the Educational dept.). Not
only will these monitors
recieve and display these
images but they can also
record them simultaneously
with videotape.

Mr. Nutt feels that this is,
"The only hope we have of
communicating with all the
kids of the campus."
On the drawing boards for
the not-too-distant-future
would be the hook-up of TV
cables from the Humanities,
Nursing and Science build
ings, the Library and
Kendall Hall. The cables are
already laid for these
buildings... they only need
the proper hook-up and
reciever sets. Next in line
will be Bray, Packer, the
Industrial Arts building and
the new Student Center.
The cables from all these
buildings would be connec
ted to the Video Tape
Recording Distribution Cen
ter.
Anyone from these

buildings could be sitting
there watching their prog
ram.
In the future Mr. Nutt
envisions that they will have
to publish a type of TV guide
listing of all the available
videotapes.
UHF Possibility
' Room 124 is a television
studio.
A real television
studio.
Says Mr. Nutt,
There's nothing that
Channel 52 can do that we
can't do...except that they
use 2" tape and we use 1"
The possibility of Trenton
State broadcasting on an
open-circuit UHF channel is
"just a matter of time ". The
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FCC license must
for first-so this plan is .
that will take quite so :
time to put into practice,
Eventually though, ft
Nutt feels that TSC will)
broadcasting education
programs to the area aroi
the campus. (Reaching
radius of 20 miles.)
Some departments, ste
as Nursing, Health it:
Physical Education an
Distributive Education a r
already making use o f t)
TV studio and video ta p
reviewing carrols
But for right now.ji
organization can use root
124 for video-taping the
own shows. Reservation
must be made in advanc
but there is no charge
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A S avage God That Claims More Victims
SCOTT
BY: L.E
L.E.SCOTT
_
t.rv for
for many
many
The black family in this country
destruction the black woman faces in 1972.
There were 479 suicides reported in New
years had only to worry about survival.
W.E.B DuBois could not have predicted the
Jersey in 1960. There were 333 white
Survival on a very personal level that
phenomenon of black suicide in his day
males, 125 white females, 17 black males
comes day out and day in. Now we are faced
because there were no indications of the
and 4 black females who committed suicide.
with this stage of death by the hand that is
savage god.
The total number of reported suicides
dead. We must understand the stage into
recorded in 1966 was 544 in New Jersey. Of
Today, the indications are there for us to
which the black man is coming.
the total number of suicides recorded in
see and black women are killing themselves
1966, there were 389 white males, 132 white
at a rate of more than 80 percent in the last
females, 15 black males and 8 black females.
twenty years. Even now, when it has
The few concerned blacks dealing with the
become so painfully clear that black women
In 1972 there were 617 cries for help - 617
problem of black suicide are looking for
According
to
Metropolitan
Life
Insurance
of
all
ages
are
committing
suicide^
at
an
unheard cries because 617 people in New
answers to this growing menace to the
Company
researchers,
based
on
actuarial
increasing rate, few medical authorities and
Jersey committed suicide. Each suicide
black man. To find some of the answers we
statistics, black female suicides rank
fewer community leaders seem to be
victim believed he had some justification for
must study The structure black family.
fourteenth
among
women
in
the
world.
concerned
and
aware
of
such
a
trend.
his act; 617 different reasons judging from
Until about 1950, the black family structure
Since 1952, the increase in black female
the total number in the state of New Jersey
contained three very important elements.
There
are
only
a
few
psychiatrists
and
suicides occurring most frequently between
The child, the natural parent and the
alone.
sociologists specializing in suicide research;
the ages of 15 and 24, climbed far above the
grandparent. In most black families, until
among
them
are
only
a
handful
whose
increased suicide rate among white males
The available statistical data based on race
1950, one could find all three elements.
careers
have
touched
the
lives
of
suicidal
[ten percent], white females [49 percent],
and sex re vealed that of the 617 reported
Today,
we can no longer find the three
black people. If one desired information
and black males [33 percent].
suicides in New Jersey in 1972, 390 were
elements in the black family. The missing
about black suicide in the state of New
white males, as opposed to 42 black males,
element is the grandparent.
Jersey it would be very difficult to attain.
The question posed by this writer is: Why
and 178 white females, as opposed to 7 black
One big reason is that until 1972 New
are black people increasingly committing
females. New Jersey does not necessarily
The so called social improvement of the
Jersey did not keep a racial breakdown of
suicide after having struggled for survival
reflect a true statistical picture of the
black man after the second war made it
its
suicides.
The
statistical
report
in
New
for so many years in this country? This new
increase in the number of black suicides for
better for him and his family.
The
Jersey only listed males and females and
stage
of
suicidal
behavior
suggests
that
the
various reasons, nevertheless, we are
grandparent no longer stayed in the home
the
total
number
of
suicides.
black man now faces a new crisis in his daily
cognizant of the rise in black suicide rates in
of their offspring, they were sent to rest
fight to survive. Woman, the motherhood
Even though New Jersey is now keeping a
New Jersey as well as states such as New
homes, and places where old people are put
of
all
races
must
be
strong.
Man,
the
racial breakdown of its suicides, the State
York and P ennsylvania and even Illinois.
when young people think they no longer fit
backbone of woman must be strong enough
still has yet to create an agency to deal with
into the overall society. His children no
to protect the motherhood of his race.
the suicide and suicidal problems in the
longer had the benefit of the funny short
A statistical report published by the
Survival
is
synonomous
with
strength.
stories the grardparent told that had so
Metropolitan Lif e Insurance Company 1970
State.
much wisdom in them about life. By no
revealed that the suicide rate for non-white
Even on a national level information about
Let's examine the role of the black woman
means is this writer trying to say that the
females is at the highest level recorded
black suicide and suicidal blacks is a
in the black community. The black woman
black suicide rate is so high because the
during the last 50 years.
From 1957
frustrating
task
to
attempt.
Time
has
is seen as the stabilizing force for the
grandparent is no longer a part of the black
through 1967, actuarial reports revealed
arrived for black leaders and the black
suvival of the black man. W.E.B DuBois
family. It appears that the three elements
the reported suicide rate for non-white
community to seriously deal with this
wrote: "I most sincerely doubt if any race
had more to offer than just a line of d escent.
females almost doubled; the increase for
problem,
and
why
black
suicides
are
of women could have brought its fineness
white females was approximately twoseemingly unrecorded or unnoticed.
up through so devilish a fire." DuBois could
Robert Burton said "Every man is the
fifths, one-eighth for non-white males, and
not have projected in his lifetime the
greatest enemy unto himself. We study
little or no change in white male suicides.
Dr. Herbert Hendin, a noted psychoanalyst
many times to undo ourselves, abusing
and author of the book "Black Suicide"
those good things which God hath bestowed
writes: "The most disastrous impact of
upon us, wealth, strength, wit, learning,
racial institutions seems to be felt so early
art, memory, to our own destruction. We
in life and so overwhelmingly that the
arm ourselves to our own overthrows; and
plight of the female seems as bad as that of
use reason, art, judgement, all that should
consumer report were the male. Frustration, rage and violence
help us, as so many instruments to undo
imagine Ruth Covel of
already
characterize
the
lives
of
both
sexes
mixed. On one hand I felt
Pathmark T.V. commercial
us."
when
they
are
teenagers,
and
there
is
little
that Jon McClure was a
By T.D. Schultz
fame talking to me: he was
young, energetic man con difference between men and women in the
The black church from time of slavery until
that boring. Nowhere in his
cerned with the consumer. degree of despair that is so often present by
its decline in the 50's had been a very
On the evening of Oct. talk did Mr. Tucker mention
the
time
they
are
young
adults.
While
the
Many times he attempted to
stabilizing factor in the black community.
8th, a group of 35 students what Pathmark was doing
male
is
harder
hit
by
socio-ecomomic
engage Pathmarks wonderDr James P. Comer, the noted black
sat through a consumers on its own to make sure the
boy Frank Tucker in a pressure, it is often the female who bears
psychiatrist at Yale University writes:
report featuring Jon Mc- consumer got healthy, un
the
brunt
of
his
anger."
Dr.
Hendrin's
book
debate on certain issues
"The caring, protective systems which
Clure, author of the book spoiled and uninfected meat.
dealt
mostly
with
ghetto
black
suicide.
concerning the consumer.
black people once found in the church and
When questioned about
Meat Eaters Are Threat
Each time this was attempt
the extended family are now not so
ened, and Faculty members Pathmarks procedure in
On
the
other
hand,
when
we
look
at
what
is
ed Frank informed Brian
available to us tooay.
at Trenton State College. making sure the butchering
called
the
middle-class
black
suicide,
the
Malone (Assistant Director
From the size of the crowd, I area of the store was
of Housing and organizer of factors are different from those of the
would have to think that sterilized, Mr. Tucker al
this workshop) that he was ghetto black. The black middle-class female
The church, Dr. Comer maintains, had a
these people are the luded to the standards set
not here to debate, but to according to Dr. Ronald Maris, Professor of
built-in defense mechanism for black
concerned consumers on this up by the Federal GovermSociology
at
the
University
of
South
talk about his side of the
people. "What is it to me whether Cod
ment.
He commented
Carolina
and
author
of
"Social
Force
in
campus.
issue, thus debates were cut
exists,' wrote Miguel Unamuno, "unless I
further about how the local
Urban
Suicide",
writes
"Hopelessness
and
The report started inter
off cold.
can live forever?" But if God does not exist,
Board
of
Health
inspected
isolation
resulting
from
failed
social
estingly enough with a video
This to me defeated the
then the very shape of life will change and
Pathmark stores four times
taped Harry Reasoner
whole purpose of the relationships often lead to suicide. It is not
so will the way death will come.
a year. This did not impress
just
being
alone
that
causes
one
to
bt
report on the unsanitary
workshop. If you have two
me
for
I
wondered
about
suicidal.
Rather,
it
is
the
process
of
how
conditions of the meat
men, with two different
The cold world of suicide, all have looked at
what health standards were
industry
in _ general.
views on one issue, a debate one came to be alone. What we often see is
it one time or another. From either a
maintained during the other
a
whole
series
of
pathological
relationshipsFeatured in the report was
between these two men
personal level or from word of mouth. All
often
starting
with
a
mother
and
father48
weeks.
Jon McClure who ex
would help clear the air on
have seen the force in which it comes.
The
last
two
speakers
ot
which ultimately results in a suicide s
plained to us how, as a
the issue discussed. This did
There have been many names for (hi*
the night were a Mr. Smith
negative
self-image,
low
self-esteem
and
former butcher, he used
not happen during the
dilemma now facing the black man. This
from the Better Business
industrial fluids to redden
workshop, thus at times, feeling of isolation and rejection. In short,
writer, like the poet A. Alvarez, will call it
Bureau
and
a
Mr.
Chris
meat, and the different
boredom was the main issue. many suicides come from what we call
the Savage God.
Burke from Rutgers Univer
multi-problem
families."
tricks used by supermarkets
There will be two more
sity.
to substitute foreign sub
workshops scheduled for the
Of
t
he
two,
Mr.
Burke
was
stances for the meat itself.
18th. of Oct. and for the
Post office
the more interesting. Be
Further along in the video
22nd. From the size of this
at
report we see meat being cause of his job with the
past crowd, I guess all of the
The
Robbins
Better
Business
Bureau,
Mr.
loaded into the trunks of
students here aren't con
Smith took a middle of the
Pharmacy
cars for supermarket destin
cerned with consumer fraud
road, non-comittal stand on
2108 Pennington Rd.
ation. Considering that the
and protection. If you are,
everything, which is what I
2 blocks North of Campus
federal law states that meat
then these two workshops
would expect from the
must be refrigerated at all
times, this to me is a hor Better Business Bureau.
Mr. Burke's speech cen
i
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT CC
rendous violation of the
DONOR NEEDED
Mary Travers
tered around an organiza
law. McClure didn't have
much to say after the video tion called (PIRG), Public
plus
Interest Research Group: BLOOD &PL ASM A
Special Guest
demonstration but the mood
Rt 206 Lawrenceville
Cash Payment
had been set, for Frank These groups are now
Arthur
Tucker, Vice President located on the campuses of
Hurley
Call For
involved with public affairs Seton Hall and Rutgers
and
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Appointment
and
for Pathmark supermarkets University, and are student
Gottlieb
Details
funded, mini "Nader's Raid
in concert at
spoke next.
My first impression of Mr. ers type organizations.
Mon - Fri
SPECIAL DRINK PJtlCE^
These groups attempt to
Tucker was that he was a
9 am - 5 pm
| I RIDER COLLEGE
inform consumers of prob
company man, I was not
Mon & Thurs
I
disappointed. Through out lems they might encounter
Mon.thru Thurs.
I (Rt.206 Lawrenceville)
with
local
merchants.
Mr.
Evenings till 9
the time alloted for his
Saturday,
Oct
20,
8:00
pm
I
speech, Mr. Tucker rambled Burke is attempting to form
Alumni Gymnasium
by appointment only
1
Live D.J. in Downstairs Lounge
on about such things as open a PIRG group on every
Admission $4.00
college
campus
in
the
state
Somerset
Lab.
Inc.
dating of meat, price per
measure, natural lighting to help inform the consumer ,941 w hite House For Information:
used in meat cases, food of the state of the controlled
Every nite of the week
Mercerville Rd.
(201) 896-0800
facts bulletins, hot lines for economy and whether mer
Ext.632
consumers to call, and chants are following these
<^-585-8600
;;
weekly price specials. If I controls.
My impressions ot tnis
close my eyes I could almost

suicide, death by the hand that is
dead a "ew state of reality- the
through way, the valley of suicide, state of
Liad between life and death, a will to live, a
will to die. Suicide, the savage god, a
wowing menace to the black man. Suicide,
anew state of reality in the black man's day
to day fight to stay alive, the savage god.
Black
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editorial

Promotion Input
At a recent meeting of the Faculty
Senate Promotion Committee
students were afforded a rather
(different picture of our faculty.
Different, in the sense of how
students view their faculty in class
and in how the Signal, say, views
them in the Faculty Senate, or more
exactly in this case, how the Faculty
strongly opposed to the thought of
students having any type of say in
the decision making process of
Faculty promotions.
During the past two years with no
student government there has been
no student input of any type.
Now with the SGA formed and
functioning, SGA President Matt
Leahey expressed a desire to have
students fill the ex-official seats of
the Promotion Committee that are
allocated for students. For the past
two years there has been no
students on the committee and
naturally the Faculty members of
that committee didn't seek any
student input as far as we could tell.
After all why should they bother
themselves with any such nonsense.

At the last meeting of the
promotions committee it was
interesting to note how the faculty
members were anything but
receptive to the idea of students
being on the committee.
They
conveniently forgot that students had
formally served on the committee,
back when there was a student
government.
Our gripe is this. Why should
faculty be promoted without student
input on the committee level? What
are they afraid of? The truth. Or
would the faculty have us believe
that they'd rather judge for
themselves how students feel about
faculty. Or better yet, will the
faculty just ask, Dr. Paddack & Dr.
Goewey about how student judge a
professors capabilities.
Sorry faculty, we're not buying
that, because that sounds like the old
you-can-go-to-war-but-you-can't-vote
hypocrisy.
The faculty wants
respect from students and adminis
trators. Yet let students ask for
responsible input and what do we
get?

S.GJK. Moves
Last week the Signal lucidly
presented an issue that reeked of
censorship and being the level
headed organization that we are, we
jumped right in even going so far as
to put an editorial on the front page.
One reason for such actions is that in
the past two years the Signal has
been virtually the only avenue of
defense for student rights and what
not.
But only six hours after the Signal
had hit the street, our new Student
Government addressed itself to the
problem and after some rather
heated discussion they came up with
a proposal that appears to be the
answer to the several concerns
involved in the actual problem itself.
Stated shortly, Dr. Paddack wanted
something to be done and the SGA
went ahead and did, what we'd call a
commendable job.
Howie Frierman was concerned, as
we were, about having the
administration dictating what to do
with student funds. Dr. Paddack was
worried about the image of the
school, about having underaged
youths viewing the flicks, and about
offending individuals within the
community with certain flicks. The
SGA, we feel, has responded to each
concern and in doing so they
displayed an unexpected sound
political sense and above all, an

ability to deal with an issue, justly.
II

During the week Dr. Paddack was
away and to date hasn't had a chance
to study the SGA resolution. When
he does so, we hope it meets with his
approval. For years the cry has been
for students to be more concerned
and to do something about the
responsibility involved in certain
areas of student life. Here we have a
responsibility and a responsible
solution.
The ultimate question of rather the
screening committee will work to
both Dr. Paddack's and student's
approval remains to be seen. As
always, time will tell the verdict.
And when the verdict has been cast,
we hope all parties involved will be
able to accept it, openmindedly.
To date the Signal has heard only
one possible note of descent, and
that came from an individual within
the CUB. That person said the CUB
might have a hard time accepting the
SGA resolution. To that we can say,
we hope the CUB realizes what its
function on campus is, and that is to
serve students, not to feign
governance through that unique area
ol student services.
More importantly the CUB, like
the Signal, can now concentrate more
on their individual purposes, and let
the SGA so what it's designed to do.
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The Eternal Question Of War
By Fred Heyer
It is the year 1973 A.D., almost two
millennia after a certain carpenter died in
the Middle East for peace on earth. No, I'm
not going to ramble on in a religious
monolog. I just find it strange that in this
same region of the world where two of this
world's major religions were born, that
there is a hot, hot war that seems to have no
end in sight.
The Middle East war has erupted again,
folks: it seems to come and go, start and
stop with about as much sense as an eclipse
of the sun. It just happens.
And I'm reading newspaper accounts of
the raids and the destruction, 30 Russians
killed here, so may Syrians on another side,
an x number of Israelis killed. And there
are the other casualties of the war, although
they are not counted on the casualty lists:
so many diplomats dead from deadly letter
bombs, a group of Israeli athletes-no
political or military threat in any sense of
the word-slaughtered like so many cattle at
the Chicago stockyards.
Hell, even the cattle get killed in a more
humane fashion.
Amid all this killing and destruction a
certain, bastard phrase is revolving around
and around in my head, it states in blunt
words a feeling that's been silently growing
in me for a good while now.
It came from a badly done war movie
called "The Victors," and after the main
credits rolled by they flashed on screen in
words the moral behind the picture: "In
war, it said, "there are no victors, only
survivors."
And there's nothing different about this
present Middle East war, skirmish, fiasco,
whatever word you want to apply to it'.
There will be no victors here, only
survivors. And, I suspect, damn few of
those.
I can t take sides. In 1967 I was saying,
"Go Israel," and rejoiced every time I read
reports of the Israelis making stupendous
gains over their Arab "oppressors."
I ean t see it now. I can't see a right or a
wrong side. I can see, however, manyArabs
and Jews who now have one mighty
important thing in common: their all dead
as doornails.
I know a girl a lapsed Jew if you know
what I mean. She went to one of the more
recent rallies and came out of it slightlv
surprised.

The Arabs won't recognize a Jewish state
Period. The days when they threatened to
push the Jews into the sea haven't left.
And it doesn't matter if the Jews retreated
to their pre-1967 boundaries. It's an all or
nothing thing.
But the Jews are no better. Some of the
same people over here who opposed the
United States involvement in Vietnam are
real Israel war freaks. And the sad part of
it is, is that the Jewish organizations-the
one's that are soliciting so hard-are
reducing the war to black and white. It is a
religious war they say.
"I can't believe it," she had said. "Here
they were on Yom Kippur, one of the holiest
of the Jewish holidays...they're not even
supposed to pass money. And here they
were passing out pledge forms."

She said that the Rabbi refused to stop
the services when the news came that the
Arabs had attacked. "We refuse to let them
desecrate our holiday."
I may be stupid, but whose hypocrisy is
showing?
And that's part of what upsets me about
this whole, stupid mess, the downright
juvenilism on both sides. The Egyptians
said that after they overran the Bar-Lev
line that they "could lift their heads again.
The whole war takes on the aspect of a
college football game.
There's only one thing wrong with that
analogy, though. The players on a football
team usually get up after they're hit.
So I can't feel sorry for the Jews in Israel.
I'm sorry. I believe if they bent over
backwards, gave their 1967 spoils back to
the Arabs, they might have had a good
chance of wrestling a pledge from the Arab
states not to violate the old borders againAnd the Arabs states, whose idea ot
diplomacy is to behave as much as a spoiled
brat as possible (with the Soviet Union
changing its soiled diapers), rant and rave
not unlike a certain dictator in Germany diet
a few decades back.
Well, that's all political. All I can see is a
good pile of dead bodies. Civilian bodies.
People on both sides who only wanted little
land to grow crops and a little peace to
enjoy. Hopefully they'll be some survivors
in this war, I do't give a damn who is the
victor.
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Jew

Dear Ed itor:
In response to a letter written by Mr. Weis^, concerning
the authenticity of a race of Jews, I would like to say that if I
followed Mr. Weiss' definition of race, there would be no
eroup of people on earth that could be called a race, There is
not a people on earth that is pure, by this, I mean that there
is not a race on earth that has not inter-breeded with
another.
Research tells me that the Jews are in fact a race as well
as a religion. They were originally a nomadic tribe, part of
the Arabi an people. By inter-breeding with other people,
they have created their own set of characteristics and
lineage. The lineage is present in the Bible until the
destruction of Jerusalem (70 b.c.). These people formed
two separate groups, the Ashkenazim tribe and the
Sephardim tribe. The Sephardim tribe was destroyed by
the Catholics in 1492. Which leaves us one group of people
the Ashk enazim tribe, which make up the Jews of today.
Now, I would like to question Mr. Weiss' mastery of the
English language. Webster's Dictionary describes race not
only by pure blood lines, but by colof of hair and skin,
stature, geographical, national, class, and hereditary factors.
Jews can be classified by tribal, heredity, national, and
ancestory groupings.
Thus I can claim that by applying the history of the Jews,
to the En glish definition of race, I can claim that the word
"Jew" ca n be used to refer to a religion or a race.
Sincerely,
Michael J. Reeve

Consumerism
Dear Editor:
On Monday, October 8, a mini course was held, the first
of a three part series on consumer education.
Unfortunately, most students blew it again, and
remained in their rooms.
The mini course was centered around a panel which
was composed of Jon McClure (Meat Eaters are
Threatened, SIGNAL, Oct. 3), F. Tucker (Public
Relations, Pathmark), Wm. Smith (Better Business
Bureau) and C. Burke (Public Interest Research Group,
PIRG, at Rutgers, N.B.).
The atmosphere was very informal. Questions were
raised by the audience and the panel answered and
reacted to them in a clear and concise manner.
Discussion areas included:
meat, the garbage and
harmful chemicals in it, food consumption; how prices are
established and often fixed, and the Better Business
Bureau-who does it really help, etc.
Yes. Discussion was wide ranged and the panel was
fully prepared.
There was only one thing
wrong—Enough students on this campus didn't care
enough about their bodies and/or their pocketbooks, they
didn't want to discover ways to protect themselves as
consumers.
Opportunities, however, are always there. On October
18 and 22, two more mini courses on consumer education
will be presented in Travers/Wolfe Lounge at 8:00 p.m.
(Admission Free.) Check the Hodge Podge and Hub Bub
columns in the SIGNAL weekly for further information
on mini courses and other activities. It's your life and
your money, become a concerned consumer.
Paul Finocchio

LEI i LI J
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EDITOR

Censorship No Surprise
Dear Editor,
Upon reading your 10/10/73 issue, I was surprised at
certain things in your article "Will Paddock Censor Films?"
I was not surprised at Paddock's attempt to censor films. I
myself, in a letter to the SIGNAL last year, stated the same
idea as printed in the front page Editorial. I was shocked at
the SIGNAL reporter's decision to leave. If there wouldn't
have been a meeting with his presence, wouldn't it have
been better to have no meeting? As Jefferson, when given a
choice of a newspaper with no government, or government
with no newspapers, chose the former; so should we.
Wouldn't it have been better to sto that meeting, than to
allow a government to function with no newspaper
representation?
I was also dismayed at our SGA president's decision to
leave. I voted for this student government in the hopes that
actions by our Dean of Students,who is supposedly our
representative, could and would be checked. It would have
been simple to stop that meeting. All they had to do was
stay at a meeting they had every perfect right to attend.
Now to turn to the real problem, Jere Paddack. His

actions over the l'/z years I've been here, have never had
our interest at heart. His worries about corrupting the
morals of college students was the best laugh I've had in a
long time. He has had, and alays will have, nothing byt his
own self-centered goal in mind-and the Hell with the student
body.
Are we not to be granted the right to decide what is
pornography and what is not? We are, or supposedly are
mature young adults. If we can't be trusted to decide about
something so simple, so totally irrelevant, to our future, why
trust us at all. Why not make all our choices and decisions
and set our goals for us too?
In finishing, I say to the student body, if you don't fight
this example of totalitarianism right here in college where
the most thoughtful and idealistic of this country's young are
gathered; How In The Hell do you expect to ever fight, and
begin to fight oppression by government, racism, or any
other "higher authority who tramples on the Individual's
nghtS'

Stuart Field

Pen Pen Pals
Dear Editor,
I would appreciate it very much if you could please place
this ad for pen pals in your newspaper for a confined person
in a pen. I am here in this London Correctional Institute,
London, Ohio. I don't have any parents, I am very lonely and
I would like to hear from people who would not mind writing
someone who is confined. I don't receive any mail.
My name is Charles Cardwell Box 69# 136-778 London,
Ohio 43140. My sign is Cancer, I am 23 years old. I have

blonde hair, and brown eyes. I am 5'8" tall, 130 pounds, will
explain more in first letter. I would appreciate anything you
can do for me at this time.
Thank you,
Sincerely
Charles Cardwell
Box 69 #136-778
London, Ohio 43140
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Allman Brothers A Worthwhile Walt
An estimated 80,000
people crammed into the
Trenton State Fair Grounds
Sunday, October 7th to see
the "Finest band in the
land," the Allman Brothers.
The people, who began
camping out at the fair
grounds from 4:00 the
previous afternoon, came
from as far away as
Massachussets.
This con
cert took the place of the one
which was to be held at
Roosevelt
Stadium
(Newark, N.J.) but was
cancelled when drummer
Butchie Trucks was injured
in an auto accident.
As usual, the Allman
Brothers took over an hour

Need Help?
DIALOGUE
771-2162
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
7 days a week

to come on stage after the
first back-up was over but,
once the music began, the
long wait was forgotten.
Using one of his late brother
Duane's guitars, Greg
Allman opened the concert
with a sharp version of
Wasted Words. They next
played Done Somebody
Wrong, an excellent version
of One Way Out, and
continued with Stormy
Mondav, Stop and Go Blues,
Midnight Rider, and Jessica
After a little over an hour,
however, they abruptly
stopped and took a break
(which seemed to last as
long as the first set).
When they finally came

out again, they brought
everyone to their feet with a
fine version of Statesboro
Blues then continued with
Rock Me, Baby, In Memory
of EJizabeth Reed, and
Ramblin Man. At this point
just when everyone was
really getting into the
music...you guessed it,
another endless break.
The Allman Brothers
eventually began their third
and final set with Don't
Keep Me Wonderin', and
then played Blue Skies, You
Don't Love Me, and Les
Bres in a minor. For the
encore, they did a superb
version of Wippin Post.
The
final
set
was

EMKO is a highly effective
spermicide in an aerosol foam
that is deposited at the open
ing of the uterus with an ap
plicator. The foam blocks the
sperm while the spermicide
kills them on contact.
EMKO contains no hormones
and does not enter the cir
culation system or affect your
body chemistry.
You use it only when pro
tection is needed. Apply it in
seconds ... up to an hour in
advance. Won't leak, run, or
interfere with sensations.
Recommended by physicians.
It is highly effective, but so
safe and simple to use you can
buy it at drug departments
without a prescription.
TH* IM KO C OMPANY • *T LOUlt MO.

breaks. A spectator climbed
a retainer fence which
separated most of the crowd
from the stage. Although he
was only blocking the view
of a few people, a large
portion of the crowd began
pelting him with garbage
(mostly empty beer bottles).

The spectator, visibly
shaken, went into an
apparent seizure while atop
the fence. When several
people climbed up to rescue
him, the crowd began to pelt
even them with garbage. A
little bit of The Lord of th e
Flies in good old Trenton,

Fritz The Cat.. A Satirical F abrication
by Elaine Klimovich

makes his exit from this ugly
mess are, "We shall
overcome." Overcome what?
he seems to have nerve
enough to start a revolution
for other people's rights, but
he can't overcome his fears.
Again Krantz succeeds in
making today's life look like
a fabrication. A reality that
can't be true.
Steve Krantz is putting us
down. Most people probably
don't even realize it. Fritz is
the sincere guy searching
for himself in a carefree sort
of way, touching problems
he can't understand, butting
in where he has no business
being. He started off by
participating in a sex orgy,
he ends up in a hospital bed;
after his participation in an
underground revolutionary
plot, literally blows up!

In case you haven't heard,
Fritz the Cat is a cartoon. It
is supposedly a fabrication, a
figment of the imagination.
Steve Krantz mocks-out
every aspect of today's life,
and finishes off by putting
down the whole moral to his
story. Fritz the Cat--A
comedy in all respects,
except the plot.
A
naive and
quite
immature Fritz attacks the
world in all its confusion of
sex, drugs, and racial
problems. He's the typical
know it all -in with life,
people, and out with what is
really going on. An every
day jerk, investigator of
trouble, and coward in the
day of reckoning.
He starts off by partic
ipating in an orgy, three
girls to one guy, which later
acquires a couple of other
guys. High on sex and drugs,
he blows his mind, and later
is the first to run when
raided by the police or pigs,
While he is supposedly
which is how they're
dying he starts rattling off
pictured in the cartoon.
some motto to the effect
Scene
by
scene,
the
ive been around, seen the
controversies of today are
bad side and the good side,
pictured, put down, laughed
laid many a good woman,
at, and finally carried to the
and fought with many a good
extreme portrayal.
man.
Fritz talks about the
bourgeoisie, suppression of
The three girls he had
freedom, discrimination and
previously encountered in
lack of interest in doing . the beginning of the cartoon
anything about it. At one
stand crying around him, for
time he gets the minority
they feel someone great is
group of the cartoon, the
dying. Then in one jump,
black crows, so stirred up
Fritz proceeds to resume the
they rebel. Killing takes
sex orgy he had when he
place, and even though a
first met these girls. He says
cartoon, the violence hits
"I'll just have one over here,
home. Confusion, anger,
and one over here and one
blood, dirt, lies-all these are
over there.
successfully brought into the
Well what's, the point of
scene. Again we see Fritz
the
story? Where's the plot?
leaving the place of disaster,
which he so nicely started. It's so obvious through the
His parting words as he whole story. This is a

Flicks

Birth
Control
without
Hormones

undoubtedly the best of the
3 but about one quarter of
the crowd left before it
began. It was obvious that
the chilling evening air and
the endless waiting broke
the spell cast by the
Allman's music.
The sound system was
amazingly good, considering
it- w as an outside concert.
Dicky Betts and Greg
Allman were at their best
and the two new additions to
the band, Lamar Williams
and Chuck Leavell (bass and
piano) have finally melted in
with the rest of the group.
The quotation "The Devils
Toys With Idle Hands" came
to life during one of the

satirical piece done on none
other than us. A skeptical
look at self seeking people,
the bare truth so to speak.
No compromises, all the
excuses are stripped off, and
in Krantz's opinion what's
left? Just a circle of nothing.
A recycle of life. Fritz went
through all the filth, just to

The Last Tango
In Paris

BUDDY RICK'S BAR
-An Experience
DRAFT

INSTRUMENTS
RENTAL REPAIRS

GLEN ROC

SHOPPING CENTER

Phelps Hall 8:30 Dm
Admission $1.00
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subtle way. Maybe

By Rich Skelly
If you're into suspense
an auto accident with his
Night Watch was released
thrillers, Night Watch is for
mistress,
Miss Taylor
by
Joseph E. Levine Brut
you.
The film, starring
becomes hysterical, making
Productions, a new company
Elizabeth Taylor, Lawrence
all kinds of accusations,
whose only other film w as
Harvey and Billie Whitelaw
some of which are not totally
the immensely successful
is reminiscent of those great
unfounded.
Her hysteria
Touch of Class. It looks like
lady in distress thrillers of
results in murder, bribery,
two hits in a row with th is
days gone by.
revenge, and what have you.
film.
The plot is most complex,
with all sorts of illicit
relationships, suspicions,
and consequences, but 1
BRUNSWICK A VE & R T I T RAFFIC CIRCIi
director Brian G. Hutton
TRENTON — Tel 396 98 86
THEATRE
does a fine job of informing
his audience without giving
clue to the twist ending.
A Masterpiece! One of the most memorable achievements on film
While all three stars are in
Marlon Brando
top form,
Miss Taylor
dominates throughout. This
is definitely her best
performance since X, Y, &
Zee. Streaks of grey hair
and noticeable plumpness
X-rated
seem to enchance her beauty
Time
Mon-Sat 7:15-9:30 p.m.
rather than diminish it as
Sun only 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, and 9:30 p.m.
might be expected.
The story, adapted from
Lucille Fletcher's successful
stage play, finds Miss Taylor
married to an investment
advisor (Harvey), whom she
suspects is cheating on her.
Billie Whitelaw plays a
visiting friend, who is also
under suspicion. Haunted
with memories of her last
husband who was killed in

BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Friday October 19

crude, colorful, occasionally
funny; but it is just too
much. It expresses a man's
opinion in a rather off color
way. I think he could have
said his message in a more

people would take more
heed.
Fritz seems, to most, ju st
a sex-filled cartoon for
enjoyment, but rather, it is a
strong, frank, satire on
life-on us. This is the only
thing which saves the
cartoon from being called
trash!

Night Watch Second Hit

ITX
— DANCE —

begin the cycle once again.
The picture is candid,

EWING

883-2644

(SCOTCH RD. NEAR
MERCER COUNTY
AIRPORT)

BEER

Package Goods
&
Orders to go
Sandwich
;za
Platters
Homemade Chili
Hot Dogs Boiled in Beer
Open For Lunch Mon. thru Sat.
Open 7 Days A Week
695-2455

914 N. Olden Ave.
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PFM.. C lassically Orienfed--Rock Influence
By Rich Skelly
If you could possibly take
Emerson, L ake and Palmer,
Pentangle, the Association,
and Procal Harum and roll
them all up into one, you
might come out with
something sounding some
what
like
Premiata
Forneria Marconi. PFM is a
five piece band from Italy
whose first album, Photos of
Ghosts, has just
been
released in the United
States.
The group is
classically oriented, with
some rock influence. Their
music is complex, and
surprisingly melodic, with
heavy orchestration, (all
done w ithin the group).
PFM boasts both acoustic
and electric guitar, bass,
woodwinds, strings, drums,
all manner of keyboards,
marvelous four part vocal
harmonies
and
lyrics
comparable to those of Keith
Reid or Peter Brown. Each
of th e album's seven tracks
is composed by either the
group as a whole, or
individual members of the
group. All of the songs are
sung in English, with the
exception of "111 Ba nchetto,"
for which an explanation is
provided in the album liner
notes.
The vocals are
smooth and emotional, with
no trace of Italian accent.
(The album is also available
sung entirely in Italian as an
import.)
PFM has fantastic control
of dynamics, unusual in rock,
as is best displayed in the
title track, which features
violinist M auro Pagani with
some fine solo work. Each of
the songs is controlled,
smooth and flowing. Even
"Celebration," the most
rocklike number on Photos,
never loses it's feel, despite
it's often sudden changes.
"Celebration" features some
of the best solos on the
album, (there are many fine
ones), particularly one in

BRUNSWICK A VE 8 RT I TRAF FIC CIRCLE. TRE NTON
T.I 38 6 9886

FRI. & SAT.
MIDNITEONLY!
ALL SEATS-S1.50

"REEFER
MADNESS"
-plus"Mystery of th e Leaping
Fish"
"Sinister Harvest"
Adults Only!
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which flute and moog
synthesizer play in unison.
Another highlight of the
album is Flavio Premali's
freedom piano solo in "111
Banchetto."
He is both
tasteful and technically
brilliant, (a rare combina
tion), undoubtedly one of the
best pianists in rock.
Guitarist Franco Mussida

shines in "River of Life," a
fugue, in which he plays
both acoustic and phased
electric guitar, beautifully
complementing the choir
like vocals.
Drummer Franz Diciccio
also has a solo spot, in "Mr.
Nine 'Til Five," which
sounds very much like
Emerson, Lake, and Palmer,

-RecOfP*

GREASE--A Spoof
By Ruth Shuman
Grease was, basically, a
goof on the "culture" of the
50s:
the songs, dances,
status symbols, habits and
fashions.
"I
spend
my
days
Mooning" came off very
well. A pun was made of the
term "mooning".
The
favorite hobby of the male
singing this song to his
girlfriend was to "moon"
(show his bare rear to
people).
The best parody of the 50s
was a scene at the drive-in
movies. By combining the
nasal falsetto of Frankie
Vallee with the syrupy lyrics
of Jeff Conway, playing
Danny,
captures
the
romantic tenor of the times.
This scene also gives insight
to dating patterns....t.he
importance of going steady,
wearing a ring and the
dilemma of how far to go in
petting.
Dancing, one of the
hallmarks of the 50's, was
abundant in the production.
The school dance scene
featured a slow dance (bod
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worth it.
WTSR, the
Trenton State radio station
has a copy of the album,,
which they play on occasion.
Listen for it, or, if you get
a chance, give them a call
and request one or two
tracks. You have nothing to
lose except, perhaps, some
silly notion that Italians
can't play rock.

~
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steel-standard guitar. That
grave" and"makin' it to
is followed by a hard driving
Memphis to see my old
original entitled "Black Cat
lady."
Winters sings all
Bone," which is actually a
leads in that inimitable
remake of the Yardbirds'
gravel voice which has
"Nazz Are Blue." It's pretty
contributed so greatly to his
good, but "Nazz" is better.
popularity. The guitar work
At any rate, producers Bill
is good, but nowhere near
Josey and Rim Kelly do
good enough to compare it to
deserve credit for following
that of Mike Bloomfield, as
the mellow "Broke Down
the author of the back cover
Engine" with "Black Cat", as
linear notes so ridiculously
it serves to create a truly
does.
exciting mood change. The
As for the songs themother tracks are pretty
sleves, there's a pretty
average, as far asl2-bar
sloppy version of the
blues is concerned.
McKinley Morganfield clas
Please don't misunder
sic "Rollin' and Tumblin' " on
stand, this album is great for
which he uses licks that
what it is; just be sue that
were cliche even in '68.
it's what you want before
However, he does do a fine
you buy it.
rendition of the old blues
standard,"Broke Down En
gine," accompanying himself
rather tastefully on National

drama review..

A Breeze
From The Gulf
By Robbi Howell
On Wednesday evening
October 10th, off Broadway
fans were hit with a
stunning performance, given
at the Eastside Playhouse in
the heart of New York City.
Mart-Crowley's, "A Breeze
From the Gulf', was a smash

THEATRE
jiL
first round of "We Go
Together". Fortunately,
"We Go Together" had , a
reprise and the second time
around the audience was
able to enjoy this really fine
song.
The choreography was
excellent
and
seemed
tvpically greaser, which was
appropriate.
Emotional involvement
wasn't elicited from the
audience until the end of the
second act when Rizzo
thinks she's pregnant. Her
song, attacking Sandy for
being a "tease" triggers
Sandy's surprising trans
formation from a "nice girl
to a "greaser".
If you're into nostalgia
and just want some light
entertainment then Grease
is a good choice.

success, a warmed capacity
crowd were given an
exceptional night of drama.
The play consisted of
three main characters,
Michael
portrayed
by
Robert Drivas, Lorraine
played by the ever popular
Ruth Ford, and Teddy
played by Scott McKay.
These were the only
characters to appear on the
stage that evening.
The setting was a shore
home on the Gulf of Mexico,
and approximately ten
scenes in each of the two
acts were performed with
out the closing of one
curtain, but with the
frequent and beautifully
executed use of backdrops
and blackouts.
Teddy and Lorraine,
were possessed with prob-

—
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November 10th
Focus & Spencer Davis Group

United Artists has just
re-released a collection of
early Johnny Winters in an
album called Austin, Texas.
The album contains ten
tracks, of w hich only two are
Winters compositions.
Joining Winters for the
album are bassist Tom
Shannon and drummer Red
Turner, who are no more
than adequate. The record
appears to have been done
"live" in the studio, that is,
with no overdubbing.
It was recorded in 196b,
when three man blues bands
were quite the rage. The
songs are typical of that
time period, each having the
same 1-V-1V, 12-bar struc
ture, with lyrics about "big
bad women puttin' me in my

pressed against bod), a
dance contest, and the ever
popular line dance.
The set was movable and
set changes were made by
the actors themselves. A
good idea if you can work it
smoothly, unfortunatelv
some of the scene changes
were a bit messy.
Musically the show had a
lot of potential. Some of the
songs, "It's Raining on Prom
Night" and "I Spend My
Days Mooning" came over
well.
Other songs lyrics
were drowned out by the
orchestra, especially the

jGEORGE CARLIN \
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ending. As the rest of the
music fades out, church bells
fade in, and then, finally out
again, leaving the listener
totally elated, and very far
from his immediate reality.
Unfortunately, Photos is
not distributed by a major
company, so finding it may
be a bit of a task, but the
search will certainly be

Austin Texas—Just Average
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except for the piccolo solo.
And of course, bassist
Giorgio Piazza, the group's
only non-singing member,
gets his spot, in "Promande
the Puzzle," the last track on
the album. "Promenade" is
possibly the best feeling
song on the album, a good
driving
song
with
a
majestically orchestrated

Need

Help?

DIALOGUE
771-2162
8p.m. to 1a.m.
7day» a week

lems, Teddy an alcoholic,
and Lorraine a drug addict.
Michael their son was stuck
in the middle of it all,
catering to his parent's
needs and desires.
Throughout the play,
more and more difficulties
arose, with Michael having
only himself to reason with,
for the conditions of his
parents had worsened.
Lorraine had become very
sick as a result of her
problems, and Teddy didn't
like the idea of h er caring for
Michael in her sad state of
mind.
She was now
considered wasted in Act 2,
for a change of fifteen years
had taken place from 1950 to
1965.
Lorraine was now
committed to an institution
to solve her dope problem.
Teddy's kidneys finally
caught up with him, and he
died in the latter part of the
second act, shortly after
blood appeared in his urine
at the hospital.
Michael was now left with
memories of his father, who
died in his arms repeating a
prayer Michael had learned
in serving mass as a good
Catholic; and stuck with his
mother who had sold
everything into hock, so she
could get her medicine.
After returning from a
shopt business trip, Michael
learned of h is mother having
in her possession a gun, and
now he was determined to
have her committed for one
last time, but again he
breaks down and realizes
he can't punish< his own
mother like that.
The final scene is set in
the cemetery, and Lorraine
and Michael remember
Teddy, as they stare at his
headstone. They talk of the
good times only, and how
happiness was a "Breeze
From The Gulf," and how
their lives really depended
on it.

Simple,
straight-forward,
classic—out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.
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Detente Is Not Around The Corner
By John Minton

to flare, and the disruptions
Andrei Y. Uyshinsky, qualify his statement in a
pull the United States and
writing in his masterpiece uncompromising shroud of
the Soviets into their
dialogue
and
on the Soviet Constitution, Soviet
respective clienteles
The Law of the Soviet State ideology. Double think is
corners. National interests
and
declares that, "Freedom of alive in Moscow
behind the words and the
Washington.
speech, of the press, of
handshakes, the smiles and
The following statement is
assembly of meetings, of
conciliatory tones, remains
street parades and of a current observation by
most paramount in the
demonstrations, being someone, who tonight be
machinations of respective
natural and indispensible deemed a "Foe of socialism"
capitals. So the question on
conditions precedent to the by the Kremlin, "Citizen
this side of the planet is, "is
manifestation of freedom of ship in our country is not an
in the national interests of
inalienable natural right for
thought and freedom of
the United States to pursue
opinion; are among the most every human being born on
detente with the Soviet
important
political its soil. But it is a kind of
Union at this moment in
freedoms. No society can be coupon that is kept by an
history?"
called democratic which exclusive clique of people
Article One Sect. 8, (18) of
does not afford its citizens who in no way have proved
the US Constitution declares
all of them. Onlv in a state that they have a greater
that, "The Congress shall
which actually guarantees right to Russian soil. And
have power, to regulate
these
most
important this clique can if it does not
political freedoms and in approve of some citizens Commerce with foreign
Nations," and Article Two
behalf of all citizens without contributions declare him
exceptions is expanded and deprived of his homeland. I section 2, (2) states that, He
(the President) shall have
completely logical demo leave it to you to find a word
Powers by and with the
cracy found." Existential? yourselves for such a social
Advise and Consent of the
Alexander
But often discussing these structure."
Senate to make Treaties,
"important political free Solyhenitsyn the author of
provided two thirds of the
doms Uyshensky concludes the above quote, is a man
that, "In our state, natural who knows and loves the Senators present Concur..."
Right now in Congress
ly, there is and can be no realities of Soviet life and
pursuant to the duties
place for freedom of speech, has come up against its wall
charged them by the
press and so on for the foes of pious vulgarities.
of socialism. Every sort of
The contra positions Constitution prerequisite to
attempt on their part to pronounced by these two trade amounts to trying to
utilize to the determent of
men forms the basis of the "Transform the domestic
the state that is to say to the dilemma which confronts the structure of the Soviet
determent of all the toilers,
Nixon Administration in its Union. If the U.S. tries to
these freedoms granted to policy of detente with the apply that principle to every
toilers must be classified as Soviet Union. A dilemma nation with whom it deals
a counter revolutionary
that
becomes
more "we will find ourselves
crime..."
After sounding apparent, while the weeks massively involved in every
like a neo Jeffersonian,
pass on end, as the unsettled country in the world." But
Uyshinsky proceeded to
Mid-Eastern boil continues it's time to give on the other

Reflections
In A Cabbage
Images of the past
Ripping thru my mind
My eyes burn
My heart is empty
I want to vomit over the Earth
I want to hate
I want to kill
And yet
"I'm rubber you're glue
Everything you say comes bouncing back to you"
Everything comes back
Starts growing inside
Wants to pour out of my fingertips
I want to hammer my hands
Into a bloody pulp
I want to burn out my eyes
I want to cut out my tongue
I want to see a dagger
Come falling, falling
Even closer to my stomach
I want to see it hit my skin
To tear the epidermis open
Then to pierce further thru
And then turn and come upward
Thru my lungs and heart
Into my brain
And stay there
Till the worms come
by Marvin Hodge

RESEARCH
thousands of topics
$2.75 per page

side. We have relinguished
nuclear superiority to a
dubious condition of purity,
we got taken to the cleaners
on the wheat deal and have
unilaterally began to reduce
our military force in Europe
and in the World. And the
bear remains so friendly
that he would hug you to
death.
The statements which
opened this article point to
the fact that we are dealing
with a closed society that
refuses to permit the
exercise
of
rights
obstensibly granted, (to the
foes of socialism) or is it that
the restrictions imposed are
the only rights a citizen of
the USSR is guaranteed.
It's not a moral question this
argument over rights, a
right permitted by law
stands as law the exercise
therof requires the honest
administration of such by
the society charged with
protecting its announced
intentions. We in the US are
not the keepers of the
ultimate good or evil, but
the time has come for the
leadership of this country to
stop pandering the public
desire for
peace and
reconciliation with the
Soviet without providing
and accurate picture of the
society with whom we are
attempting to deal.
The Soviet Union softshoe shuffles.
The true

The absense of light
Creates a thick presense of darkness.
You reach out to capture a handful,
Only to touch nothing.
As you slowly open your clenched fist,
A handful of nothingness readily escapes
To seek refuge in the black atmosphere
Everything closes in around you
Reach out with open arms
Nothing is there,
Just nothing.
But emptiness and serenity.
Alone...

&
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"Hot Dogs"

by Debbie Monchek

WE
STILL
HAVE
A FEW

place.
Is it now the time f or
expanded detente vis a vi s
the Soviet. I am of the
opinion no. We should wait
not turn off, but watch a nd
see if the hand of frie ndship
seeks only to manipulate,
the intentions of the United
States national interests not
withstanding, have been
liberal and we've had out
lumps. Is the Soviet so weak
internally, that it can't
handle expatriots lashing
out from beyond its borders?
Does the Ministry oi
Propaganda feel that it
would be inferior to handling
the charges?
Closed
societies are the provinces of
vicious intent, oppressive
designs and self-righteous
conceptions. Trying to g et
the light in and or out ol
such a realm is comething
they will resist, but 5
detente is ever to succeed
and its bountiful ramifica
tions spread, then the fir st
chunk must be pried open.
The masters in the Kremilin
know this and remember
they make the rules for the
wise men and the fools.

Football
special

excellent condition - l ow price

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

climate of detente emerges
when the parties recognize
their basic and intrinsic
differences, the view of the
Soviet
citizen
cloaked
behind the shadow in the
East is even less developed
than the opinion of down
town Trenton, but if the
United States wants to
continue as a democracy
then an informed citizenry is
needed as we alter our
policy towards, shall I say
politely,
our
chief
competitor.
Repression or the right of
the toilers. Semantics have
always been part of the
game, but Solyhenitsyn has
offered us the option of
finding a word to describe
the
Russian
Social
Structure. And of course
words can be used to
describe the inconclusive
mania on all levels which
permeates our own culture.
But I think our essential
difference is that we
dichotomize between the
law and its requirements
and the requirements of the
individual.
My opinion
attacking a government
policy will be published.
Watergate is a study of the
forces let loose in culture,
external vigilance so it goes.
I feel sorry for the citizens of
the Soviet Union for
constantly being denied the
pleasure of a Watergate
situation. Must be a dull
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auarantee of publication.
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CREDIT BY EXAM OFFERED
C.L.E.P. (College Level Examination Program)
Examinations are administered to interested individuals
at Trenton State College. C.L.E.P. is sponsored by the
College Entrance Examination Board and is a national
program of credit-by-examination that offers one the
opportunity to obtain recognition for college-level
achievement. These examinations are usually given the
third Saturday of each month in G219. The next
scheduled examination date is Nov. 17, 1973.
Applications may be obtained by mail or in person
from the office of Dr. Kenneth C. Runquist, Dean of
Educational Services, Green Hall 202, Trenton State
College, Trenton, N.J., 08625. Information regarding
credit for these examinations is available in the Office of
Academic Advisement and Evaluation.

PART TIME job available at
IPerno's Bake Shop. Hway.
#33, Hamilton Square. For
[information call Mr. Perno
at 587-4980.

CLASSIFIED AD

The TSC Ski Club will
hold i ts 3rd meeting of the
year, Wednesday, Oct. 17, in
room T-8 at 3:15 p.m.
Yearbook group picture will
be taken.
All interested
students are welcome tc
participate.

YOU'LL FIND
1342 Brunswick Ave.
Trenton NJ 392-1122

IT I N THE
CLASSIFIEDS

BARCLAY
EQUESTRIAN
CENTER
One of the most comprehensive
Equestrian Instructional and Training
establishments in the United States.
Day and Evening Classes

1800 E . Ferry St* S u i t e 2 0 5
Camden, N.J- 08104

609-962-6777
HOURS: 10-5 (M-F) - 10-4 (S)

Now Being Formed tor:

m R Ff.lNNERS
• E L E M E N T A R Y D R E S S A GE
I SoVAN
C E D B E G I N N E R S - E L E ME NT A R Y J U M P I N G
Group and Student Rates Available

EXPERT INSTRUCTION
JIMMY WOOD, Senior Director & Instructor
(formerly of the Potomac Horse Center)
L AR G E S T I N 0 0 0 R R I D I N G A R E NA IN D E LA W A R E VA LLf
20.000 Sq. Ft. Plus Enclosed Viewing Area

• 68 Private Acres • Jump Course
• 5 Paddocks
• Hunt Course
• i/2 Mile Track
• Dressage Arena
• 3 Schooling Rings

30,000 Research papers on file
(2.95 per page 7 day deliv ery)

INSTRUC TION/BOA RDING/TRAINING/BR EAKING

BARCLAY EQUESTRIAN CENTER

Complete Educational

Mrs. McLaughlin interested
in typing term papers.
883-7445

T u c k e r t o n R d . . M e d f o r d , N J/ G M i . f r o m M » r l t o n

auto mechanics
Doing Part-time Repair
Work for TSC students &
faculty.
Beat inflation
Call for Appt.-771-9449
between 4-7 p.m.

MEN! -WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!
No
experience required. Excel
lent pay. Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer job or
career.
Send !3.00 for
information.
SEAFAX,
Dept. X 1 7 P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

CLASSIFIED AD
For Sale: Ten (10) Sunfish
(Sailboats.
$445 each.
Excellent buy. Have been
used only eight (8) times.
Call Mrs. Hill, #2191.

Telephone: (609) 983-1911

Research Services

M4.Ce
T^evi )•©
. BAGGIES
Regularly 114.00
Now 111.60
Straight Leg Jeans
Reg. $8.50
^ Now $6.80

Earn Top Money! Part time
promoting student travel.
Call or write (include your
telephone
number):
VAGABOND TOURS, 242
East 80th Street, New York,
n.y. 10021 (212) 535-9840.

Route 1 T renton
Open Mon.-Fri. 11-9 S at. 10 t o 5

1829 N. Olden Ave,
883-3169
Bank
Master
Americard Charge

during your Christmas Vacation
for details call collect

NATIONAL STUDENT SKI

CLUB

(215) 678-7439 (9 am - 5 pm)
(215) 372-5968 (7 pm - 9 am)

The Very Best Pizza

Rocco's Pizzeria
"Trenton State's Pizza Center"
(across the street from Main Entrance)
SUBS: Meatball, Sausage and Italian Hoagies

Custom Parts

for all makes

FREE
Sat 1

Mark Rubin
Circulation Office
- 396-3232 -

CYCLE
SHOP

Service and Parts

(Next to Lawrence Drive-In)

Trenton Times
Part-time work
M-F 6-8, 5:30 - 8: 30

EAST COAST

Accessories

A groovy place for the ft co of you

SKI OR TOUR
IN EUROPE

CLASSIFIED AD

c,rcle

SPORTS AND GREEK ORGANIZATIONS:
SEAL PHOTOGRAPHS
WILL BE TAKEN OCT. 17,18,22,23.
PLEASE BE PROMPT FOR YOUR GROUP'S PHOTO
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Soccer U nder Fine L eodership
By

Trenton State is a school
known for its soccer
tradition.
The past two
years, the team has been
under the direction of two
outstanding men, in Coaches
Neil
Benchivengo
and
Wayne Huston.
Benchivengo's playing
days started at Trenton
State where he played for
four years as a center-full
back under the direction of
Mel Schmidt; whom he
credited as being 'a fabulous
teacher * with a
great
knowledge of the game and
its techniques."
I was
fortunate to have played for
such a person."
In 1965 as a freshman at
TSC, Coach Benchivengo
played on the NAIA national
championship team. When
asked about memorable
experiences he marked the
'65 team. He explained, 'we
didn't expect to make it to
the nationals and we fell
$5,000 short in expense
money. We had such great
support that year that the
faculty, the students and
entire campus raised the
total amount in less than ten
days; it gave the team a real
good feeling to know that

Jeanne Cutinello

they had so much support."
"The love of the game
keeps me in soccer."
He
went on to say "the success
of soccer or any other sport
depends on the individual's
attitude and desires; one
fact as a player is that you
must contribute 100% at all
times."
His opinion on this year's
team?
"Our first loss to
William Paterson brought
cries of Trenton State being
finished as far as winning
the confernce title, but the
other team's losses have
changed the situation and
the flag is up for grabs.
Although we have a team
with only one senior, Victor
Repucci, we won't meet one
team this year which will be
in better condition than us.
Whenever we go out on the
field, we go out to win."
Coach Benchivengo gave an
example in
the
East
Stroudsburg game, which
TSC lost 2-1, having one of
their goals called
back.
"We gained a lot of
confidence in that game, and
had East Stroudsburg on the
run the whole time." All in
all, he felt we have an
outstanding team.

&

Haystacks

The second outstanding
personality behind the
Trenton State soccer team is
Coach
Wayne
Huston.
Huston was a versatile
athlete in high school,
playing on the soccer,
basketball, and baseball
teams.
Once in college,
however, he limited himself
and concentrated on soccer
and baseball.
Coach Huston attended
Steiner High School where
he played varsity soccer for
four years under Pivornick
the present Rider coach.
After Trenton State's vic
tory, 4-1, over Rider last
week, Huston said, "I played
for Pivornick so this is a
personal victory for me,
Rider is young, but they
have_ a sound club."
Huston came to Trenton
State as an "All State
Fullback" his first year. At
the end of that year, one of
the front linemen became
injured and Huston was
moved into his positon.
In the three games he
played in that season he
scored approximately one
dozen goals. The next year
he was left in the front line,
and he, along with three

other Trenton State Lions,
eventually
became
ajj
Americans.
After college, Hustonassisted Mario Larente at
Steiner for two years before
returning to coach here at
TSC. This is Coach Huston's
second year here, and he is
basically in charge of the
offensive responsibilities of
the team. Asked to size up
this year's team he said,
"We're a young team now.
Before we can become
experts, we must make
those mistakes."
The SIGNAL asked Coach
Huston if there was any
player he thought resembled
his style of play. Huston
replied, "Right now I don't
think there is a player who
exactly resembles me. Tim
Parrett, however, would be
the closest. He is playing
wing in college after playing
inside in high school. He's
adjusted to a new position
and he's scoring."
Coach Huston was quick
to give credit where it is
due, and he felt the game
against Rider was one of t he
team's better efforts.

Queens Of The C ourt
by Haystacks
Next time that you want
to watch an interesting
sport's contest I suggest you
walk over to the TSC tennis
courts; if y our in luck maybe
Brenda Campbell's tennis
Lionettes will be on the
courts. So far this year
TSC's women racqueteers
have gone undefeated win
ning five out of five matches.
The last victim to fall prey
to the Lionettes was a very
weak Upsala team.
The
match which was asked for
by Upsala after the season
began was in the real sense
just practice for the TSC
team.
To begin with
Upsala's first string player

failed to show up giving
TSC's first string Judy
Cosse a win by default.
Although the rest of the
Lionettes had to play to win
their matches it was just as
much a farce. Second string
B.J. Sklar breezed by her
opponent 6-1, 6-1 while third
string Barb Cook had not
much more trouble easily
defeating her oppositiion
6-4, 6-1. The two doubles
teams composed of Nancy
Baureis and Carol Cook
along with second string
Meg Henkel and Maria
Miksa won their matches
6-1, 6-0 and 6-0, 6-0
respectively.

Lionette Lines: Judy Cosse,
TSC [third seated] defeated
Eileen Boyer, Newark State
[second seated] in the
semi-finals and then lost in
the finals to Centennial [first
seated] to finish second in
the State Tournament last
weekend. In regular season
play, the Lionettes have won
every team and individual
match except for one
individual three set loss.
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Harriers T each 'Professors' A Lesson
by Walter E. Schneider

Last Wednesday, October
At 3:30 the runners were
last year's frosh standout
By now the "Profs" placed
10, the Lion Harriers rode called to the starting line,
two men ahead of Bob Hill,
and first place finisher for
hours to which in this case was on a
0ne and a half
the Lions, zoomed forward
and with 200 yards left to go
Glassboro Sta te College, to cinder track, and a gun was
to take the lead, as Rosas Hill sprinted to catch them.
sounded to start the race.
compete ag ainst the G.S.C.
and Singura moved up
Although he caught and
•Professors." The long ride
As the runners, approxi
behind Milligan in second.
passed one man, before he
and the long wait before the
mately 25 in all, surged
finished,
that same man
Throughout tl^e second and
race, (the starting time was
forward, Kurt Hartmen, a
passed Bob again, pulling
third miles, several T.S.C.
re-scheduled
for one half
freshman from Cherry Hill
Glassboro closer to victory
men began moving, and
hour later than planned),
tumbled to the ground! He
(Note:
Cross-Country
passed their opponents.
was not enough to dampen
quickly picked himself up,
scores are the total of the
As Bob Hill fought to hold
the spirit of the T.S.C.
and continued the race, but his fifth place position
first 5 men's places from
squad, who out-gutted the
his shoulder was covered against two runners from
each team. First place gets
"Profs" enroute to a 24-31 with black cinders and Glassboro, Jeff Byrne, a
one point, second gets two
points....etc., lowest score
blood, (after the race, there sophomore, and two fresh
victory.
Cross-country may not be
were reports of pushing, man, Tom
wins the meet.)
Kelly and
the exciting s pectator sport
Another G.S.C. harrier
kicking, and punching at the
Dennis Clabby, were moving
footall, soccer, or even field
finished behind Hill and the
startl).
up from far behind the
scales were beginning to
hockey is, and many times
While Glassboro was leaders of the race. At the
balance. Before Glassboro
all of the race a spectator
content to stay fairly well four mile mark the race
could finish more runners,
might see is the start and
bunched, Trenton looked could have been either
Jeff Byrne, who slowly
finish. However, following,
hungry! Bob Hill, Co-Cap team's win, but Trenton
worked his way up from the
and watching W ednesday's
tain George Milligan, and decided to take over.
back of the pack at the start,
meet from a college van
Freshman Buddy Walton Roman continued to length
crossed the finish line,
proved just as exciting as
shot into the lead looking for en his already generous lead
clinching the meet for the
the football game against
victory, while the Lions and finished the race first
Lions.—Final Results 1.
the same s tate college.
frosh front runner, Stan with a time of 25:24.
Roman (25:54), T.S.C.
2.
For the T.S.C. "hill and
Singora, paced himself just Although the "Profs" grab
Rosas G.S.C., 3. Singura
behing G.S.C.'s best man bed second spot with John
dale" men, this was THE
(26:14) T.S.C., 4. Milligan
John Rosas, in the middle of Rosas finishing in 26:07,
meet By far the most
(26:15) T. S.C., 5. Miller
touted in t he State College the
pack.
By
the Singura and Milligan finish
G.S.C. 6. G.S.C., 7. Hill
two mile mark Hill and ed neck and neck with places
Conference, Glassboro had
(26:31) T.S.C., 8. G.S.C. 9.
already swept most of its Walton had slackened the of third and fourth, and
Jeff Byrne (26:40) T.S.C. 10.
opponents away.
If the pace and had dropped back.
times of 26:14 and 26:15,
G.S.C.
"Lions" could take the Meanwhile
ivieaiiwune Mark
mair. Roman
numan,
respecuveiy.
u.u.v.
respectively.
"Professors", TS.C. could
possibly "cop" the Confer
ence crown. Trenton had
already beaten Jersey City
Rir Jeanne
loannn Cutinello
f'ntinplln
State, a team w hich proved
By
no serious contender, and
who
played
an
outstanding
must make better hits and
The women's field hockey
Montclair had been beaten
game, scored the TSC goal be able to place the ball so
team here at Trenton State
by both William Paterson
that tied the game. Varsity that the offense can set up a
College came back from a
and Glassboro. If Trenton
goalie, Jeanette Eichfield, scoring drive.
poorly played first half to
The JV Lionettes played
should take Glassboro,
played another fine game
score and tie the game, 1-1
which looked to be the
outstanding
game,
and defended the TSC goal an
against the University of
winning 2-0. The goals were
strongest team, the way to
well.
Delaware.
the title would become an
Though Delaware was a scored by Sue Gahan and
The Lionettes played
Goalie
easier route, psychologic
good, well skilled team, Leslie Rogers.
badly the first half making
Maryann Swisher made a
ally.
Trenton
State
became
the
too many mistakes. As a
During pre-meet exer
aggressor. The Lionettes spectacular save to stop
result the University of
cises, not many words were
looked much better inside Delaware's momentum.
Delaware scored a goal. The
spoken.
Runners whose
Mrs. Fisher was pleased
the rushing circle then they
team
discussed
their
with the parents and
witty remarks usually bring
did
last
week
against
mistakes with Coach Fisher
smiles and good spirits,
Glassboro.
TSC had one spectators that showed up.
during halftime and came
were silent. Each man was
weakness,
however,
in that She commented, "Believe it
back to play a good second
or not our fans were more
thing about the race ahead,
their
passing
game
needed
half. They corrected their
enthusiastic and had more
and the outcome.
improving.
The
defense
mistakes and Pat Fithian,

Coach Rick McCorkle seen at a recent cross-country
meet held at Washington's Crossing Park.

Womens Hockey Tie Delaware I n Goalies Game

Pessimistic Outlook For Book Shortage
Con't. from page two

dents, faculty and admini

stration.
"Last year one of my
When questioned, Nolan
instructors, Deborah Fein,
said he could not borrow
ordered her own books, and
money from the Student
then drove up to New York
Cooperative Association
City to pick them up."
Nick Chiarkas, Criminal (made up of students,
Justice professor, said he faculty and administration)
plans to order his books in order to over order books
through private bookstores to avoid possible shortages.
"There is no subsidy
in the area, with the
understanding that he will involved here in any way,
recommend to his students shape, or form. Our loses
that they buy their books are not absorbed by the
SCA.
There are no cash
from that particular store.
Yet some professors, funds except what we
including Rutgers of the generate at the College
same Psychology depart Store.
"Their funds come from
ment have stubbornly
student
ID's and vending
refused to compensate for
the shortage of books, machines. It is doled out by
maintaining that it is the the SCA to campus projects.
I can't sit here and use
responsibility of the student
student money to go into
to provide his own books.
One solution offered by debt, because the student
many was for the College will be paying for any
Store to over order books, to additional costs, anyhow.
avoid shortages resulting What we have to do is to
the
from late registration, or financially predict
inconsistencies
between existence of the College
preregistration and registra Store.
tion results.
However, according to
"Unbeknownst to many,
College Store Manager
those working at the College
Nolan, "This does not solve Store have done all that they
could do to help alleviatge
the problem, it still exists.
My
We must improve the the book shortage.
employees worked overtime
system."
Nolan works for the for the first weeks of the
Student Cooperative Asso semester without any pay.
ciation, composed of stu They have made trips right

running a bookstore. Others
have not kept to their
original commitments."
Many of those involved
Many faculty members
with the book shortage have
have charged the College
expressed a deep concern
Store with negligence in
over the situation.
Enid
rgards to the ordering of
Campbell said, "It's very
books. One unnamed source
difficult to teach most
said, "He's being paid to
college courses without the
supply books to students, so
textbook. The book is as
why doesn't he get off of his
important as the laboratory
fat ass and do something
or the professor and its
about the situation."
unfair to the student to
It appears that some of
leave him without a book.
those involved with the book
Nolan pointed out that, shortage are interested only
"Not being able to sell books in passing the buck. The
is not helping us any. You'd future is only pessimistic,
better believe that these for as Rundquist mentioned,
mixups are harder on us "There will only be two
than on anybody.
moths between preregistra
Nolan told the SIGNAL tion and the beginning of the
"The Psychology Departm- semester in January instead
ment has been particularly of four.
The only suggestion made
cooperative in trying to help
by any administrators was
us to function."
Yet, while all have not to take any tests in a
claimed to be taking all class where the book was
possible steps to alleviate not available. An unnamed
certain book shortagesin the source said, "Any student
future, all involved constant who takes a test without
ly pointed to other sources having the textbook avail
as the root of
their able to them must be a dumb
problems, and no committee ass."
Merle
Hutton
said,
has yet been formed to take
positive action to supply "People are always afraid of
students with necessary students demonstrating.
But here they have a chance
books.
Nolan said, "Certain to demonstrate for greater
opportunities,
faculty members are not educational
and
nobody
does
a thing."
aware of the realities of

to the publisher without
waiting for deliveries."

spirit that those fans of
Delaware. The enthusiasm
of the girls was also high as
the varsity team ran onto
the field to mob the JV girls
after their win.
The game against Mont
clair that was to be
played on Oct. 11, has been
rescheduled until Oct. 22.

The purpose of this is so that
the Lionettes can play
Montclair closer to the State
Tournament therefore
giving them a good practice
game. The next game is
against East Stroudsburg,
Mrs. Fisher's alma mater, so
expect them to go into that
game intent on winning big.

By Jay Finkel
It has been promised to all people living in New Jersey,
that by 1975, a new stadium complex will have been
completed and ready for use in the Hackensack
Meadowlands, a few miles from New York City. The
groundbreaking took place without interruption, but not
much has followed in the form of construction.
As of this moment, no work is being done, due to litigation
problems, but even still, the primary men involved in the
project, claim that the whole complex will be completed by
1975. The New York Giants, who are now residing in the
Yale Bowl, plan to make the Meadowlands their home after
competition, but they first must turn their attention to the
present. Coach Alex Webster, never a man to say much, has
stated that playing in the Yale Bowl is similar to playing a
road game. Giant fans would have to agree, since the team
hasn't looked like the squad that played in Yankee Stadium
last year.
Still, the anxious Giants await their new
playground.
The story doesn't end here, as an interesting development
arose a couple of weeks ago concerning the Giants and
possibly the Yankees. It seems that there is a group in New
York who are considering erecting their own complex,
obviously in competition with the Jersey stadium, that
would be situated on some railroad yards in Queens. They
claim that they have support and backing and are
determined to see it through. You can imagine the Dossible
trouble'to stew, from!this affair. It has already affected Sonny
Werblin, the head man of the New Jersey complex, who
after learning of the new developments, plus his struggle to
get his stadium up, suffered a heart attack, which
fortunately was not that serious.
Nevertheless, with everything that has taken place, the
situation is still at a stalemate. If the waiting continues, the
consequences could cause changes for the future. The
Giants are scheduled to move across the river by 1975, but if
the stadium is not completed, they probably will be back at
Yankee Stadium, or at the possible Queens stadium, if that
ever materializes. It would be interesting to view New York
reaction if the Giants return to the park in the Bronx. Plus,
to add to the confusion, the city is now repairing Yankee
Stadium, which forces the Yankees to play at Shea Stadium
for two years. If the Queens project goes through, and the
Yankees are offered to play there, will they accept the new
home, which also keeps them in New York, or stay in the
House That Ruth Built.
If the plans that have been offered should by some slim
chance go through, the fans of the tri-state area will be able
to go to stadiums in Hackensack, Flushing, Queens, and the
Bronx. Think of t he traffic jams on the day of the game then.
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Lions Make Change Out Of Nichols
Any coach will tell you
that confidence is 90°/o of the
game and last Saturday
Trenton State's Lions were
confident and good as they
soundly defeated Nichols
College, who were 7th in
Lambert Bowl ratings prior
to the game, 14-3 putting
together two scorign drives
in the end of the second and
third quarters.
As for the Nichols team
they only got within scoring
distance once as the Lions
'Dazzling Defense' held
again and again and
The one time they did
score it was from the Lion's
35 yard line as the 'Dazzling
Defense' blunted every
offensive drive that Nichols
tried to mount, including
Nichols last quarter drive
that the Lions stopped on
their own 5 yd. line late in
the 4th quarter.
The story of confidence
and application of coaching
fundamentals was the story
last Saturday. Prior to the
game, Coach Carmichael had
said they were going into
the game with a simple
game plan and if they (the
Lions) executed that game
play, victory would be
their's.
Apparently that is just
what the Lions did as they
simply took the game to the
Buffaloes. And when the
offense couldn't get a first
down via normal means
Coach Carmichael brought
on his not-so-secret offensive
weapon, Punter Ken Masuhr
who punted for a phenome
nal 40.1 yards, who would
then drive the ball deep into
Nichols' territory where the

Buffaloes would seldom be
able to mount any kind of a
drive to speak of due to the
tenacity of the 'Dazzling
Defense'.
For the first quarter and
the better half of the second
quarter the Lions and the
Buffaloes exchanged punts,
with neither getting close
enough to pay dirt to be able
to even attempt a field goal.
However, it can be safely
stated that once Ken
Masuhr had the wind to his

By Jeanne Cutinello and J. Stryker Meyer
carbn copy of the first half.
back in the second quarter,
Enter Stu Jago, (who
the Lions eventually pushed
Nichols further back into
entered the game as the 3rd
their own territory, until
ranked punt returner in
Trenton State finally put
NCAA small colleges).
together a drive that ended
with Steve Peters literally
Expensive score
rolling into the end zone
over a pile of blockers and
Freshman Sensation Stu
would-be tacklers, with 0:27
Jago literally around, under
remaining upon the score
and past virtually every man
board.
on the Nichols team as he
the third quarter again
picked up 21 tough yards
witnessed an exchange of
that sparked the Lions ontc
punts as it looked like a
their last scoring drive ol

Tight end Roger Bigos displays some of his basketball talent that he
normally uses during the winter. This key reception came in the Lions last
touchdown drive late in the third quarter.
Photo by Tilt

Cross Country Now 7-2 & 1
13 y John Cahill
At Washington Crossing
Park Saturday, Trenton ran
a tri-meet against New
Jersey Conference member
Montclair State and Queens
college. Trenton defeated
Queens 15-47 and tied
Montclair 28-28. The first
man to cross the finish line
for Trenton State was Mark
Roman. Roman placed third
against Montclair and first
against Queens.
George
Milligan placed fourth
against
Montcalir
and
second against Queens.
Buddy Walton, Tom Kelly,
and Bob Hill took places 6-8
versus Montclair and 3-5
against Queens.
Stan
Singura, star freshman of
the team, did not compete
because of a twisted ankle
which he suffered during
practice last week.
Jeff
Byrne, the usual 5th man for
Trenton, hurt his foot during
the race and couldn't finish.
Two Monclair runners
finished first in a time of
27:22. The first man for
Queens placed tenth overall
in the race.
Trenton State is now in
first place in the New Jersy
College Conference with a
record of 2-0-1.
William
Patterson, who Trenton is
facing today, is in second at
1-0 and Glassboro is now 1-1.
Jersey City is 0-1 and
Montclair, with the tie
against Trenton, has made
their record 0-2-1.
Coach McCorkel had some
comments about Trenton's
upcoming meets. "William
Paterson (today) is a key
meet for us. We have to
defeat them to take the N.J.

Conference title. Our team
is getting prepared for that
one right now. After that
meet, we will face Rider for
our final duel meet of the
season. The duel meets we
run are important to
determine the conference
champ but really they are
used to get the team in
shape
for
the
three
championships at the end of
the season: The Albany
State Regionals, the New
Jersey College Champion

ships and the Collegiate
Track
Conference
Championships (CTC). At
Albany, our team should
place within the top five. In
the N.J. Coleege Meet, the
two toughest teams should
be Princeton and Rutgers
but we should finish third.
At the CTC's, the toughtest,
competitor for us should be
Glassboro but we will
probably take this meet."
Coach McCorkel's team

has been running all season
without the sevices of two
key runners from last year.
Pete
Stephenson
was
injured during the summer
and didn't get to do any
training. He is finally able to
practice again and may be
back by the end of the
season.
Gary Corbi, the
other key man, is an
exchange
student
to
England this semester and is
lost for the entire cross
country season.

the day.
After three
running plays quarterback
Glen Sliker combined with
Keith O. Taylor for the final
score of the day for the
Lions. On the play Keith
Taylor was injured and
didn't return for the rest of
the game, as he hobbled off
the field with the help of
teammates.
Jim Stanko they added his
second consecutive extra
point of the day and the rest
of the game belonged to the
Lion defense, Ken Masuhr,
and the second and third
strings as Coach Carmichael
played his bench with
confidence, and the Lions
didn't suffer for it.
As earlier, against Nichols
Ken Masuhr punted 10 times
averaging 40.1 yards per
kick. Contrary to popular
belief, Coach Carmichael's
philosophy is; Masuhr is an
offensive weapon because he
boots the ball far away from
the Trenton State goal and
close to the opponents goal.
This enables the defense to
keep the opponent deep in
their own territory so that
when Trenton State takes
over it will be closer to the
opponent's goal and a TD.
At
the
Quarterback
Luncheon last Wednesday
Carmichael said, "When we
have the other team against
their goal it makes no
matter whether we're on
offense or defense, we're in
good field position.
And
when we have a gifted
punter like Ken [Masuhr]
we'd just as soon keep the
pressure on them in their
territory.
"Combine that with our
tough defense, we have
what you'd call control of the
game even though they
might
have the
ball.
Besides, I'd rather see them
with their backs against the
wall, then to have our
offense on our 20 yard line
where one fumble can turn a
game around as happened to
us earlier this year."
In that last statement
Coach Carmichael mention
ed 'tough defense'. On this

team as with past Trenton
State teams, defense is th e
key or strongest point of the
Lions attack.
Alwavs
outweighed, outsized but
never
outplayed, the
defense again gave a to ugh
demonstration of quick
gutsy football.
When a
smaller Lion came against a
bigger Buffalo, size made no
difference, and though the
smaller man wouldn't bring
down the taller opponent,
he'd surely slow down th e
man enough to allow for the
quick reacting Lions to gang
tacklb the ball carrier.
During the course of th e
afternoon,
a
Signal
photographer heard a
Nichols coach pay the Lions
an unintentional compli
ment, when after a broken
play the Lion's defense
proceeded to swarm all over
the Buffalo quarterback, he
said, "Jesus you can't ma ke
one mistake or those
will eat you alive."
In the Lons one loss to
Hofstra two weeks ago, one
major problem was pass
defense, or at times, an
apparent lack of one,
especially in the seams.
Whatever that problem was
at that time its apparently
been solved, as free safety
Bill Otto, had two intercep
tion, while several Lion
defensive secondary players
had a number of close o r
almost interceptions, as it
was evident that the
secondary was vastly im
proved in its coverage of
primary ' and secondary
receivers.
Next week the Lions
travel to St. Peters where
for the first time in man y a
moon the Lions will be a
favorite going into the game.
To date the St. Peters squad
has yet to pick up their first
win of the season. The
Jersey
City team is
over shadowed by the crosstown biggies of Jersey City
State College, who TSC will
meet at the next hme gam e
in two weeks at 1:30 on
Dean Field.

Soccer Downs Lincoln 3-0
After winning their first
New Jersey State College
Athletic Conference game
3-1 against Glassboro, the
Lion soccer team went on to
defeat Lincoln 3-0 last
Saturday.
Lincoln appeared
to
dominate the first 6 or 7
minutes of the game.
Trenton State, however,
came back to control the rest
of the very physical game.
It was the team's condition
ing that got them through
the second half. The Lions
had 29 shots on goal
compared to the 4 that
Lincoln had, (shot from 18
out, never closer). Jerry
Manna and Tom Buzinski
each scored a goal in the
first half. The third goal
came in the second half by
halfback Steve Gorrie.
Coach Huston told the
SIGNAL that the game's

By Jeanne Cutinello
strong point was the Lion
defense. "Marc Abboud had
an outstanding game at
'sweeper back,' a position
that he has played since
Victor Reppucci has been
out with an injury. Every
thing Lincoln penetrated
through our halfbacks, Marc
was there to break up the
play," he said, "Don
Angelini, Mike Lyons and
Tom Buzinski played a good
game also." Asked for what
he thought was the weakest
aspect of the Lion team he
replied, "We got off weak
shots that should have been
much stronger from the
position out players held on
the field. Not enough shots
found the net."
This coming Saturday the
Lions face Elizabethtown,
ranked fourth in the East.
The team will prepare for
this big game by practicing

successful formations and
working on their shooting
techniques this week.
The win against Galssboro
was a big one for the Lions,
who came back from a
halftime talk behind by one
goal.
The three Trenton
State goals came in >the
second half. Tim Parrett,
Mike Perone and Steve
Disazerio each scored one
for the Lions.
The Lion
soccer record for the season
so far stands at 5-2-1.
SOCCER SCRIBBLES:
Chris Meagher didn't start
in goal against Lincoln
because of a badly bruised
thigh which prevents him
from bending his leg... Coach
Bencivengo on the team,
"When this season is over,
we should have a pretty
good record."... The Lions
have won three of their last
four games.
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Stu Jago, ranked third amongst punt
returners in the NCAA small college
classification, gains substantial yardage here in
the fourth quarter of last Saturday's game at
Dean Field.
Photo by Tilt

